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quality product require« that it  is »act« that way.      Thar« ara 

••••ral othar advantage«. 

Obvioualy if tha product is sad« with «or« than 9><* food,   team 

outgoing quality «ill  be  batter  than tha product coaaidered 

above.       In  fact,  If it ic Known  that  the "aa aade" quality la 

•atiafactory, no further inspection la required at all.       This 

would completely eliminate all ecrap and re-work bmcauee noma 

would ba sought.      however thie happy altuatioa sever aritea 

completely and there ia alwaya soate doubt aa  to the actual 

quality made.      Further there can be long perioda durlag which 

the product is made to a aa tie factory quality,  but,   for ao 

apparent reason,  it deteriorates   fro«,  aay, 2% defectives to 

10.4 or aore and thia can continua  for aeveral hours or evea 

daya.       Tha object of quality control ia to detect auch chea*e« 

in a miniami of time. 

In amz*y carnee,   the customer ia another  mart of tra mam« firs 

where t\e components are aa a ambi ad  to make the aro« acta.      If 

all component« are made to the apaclficatioa,  them they caa 

always ba aaaeabled and this is still true if the coaaoaeat« 

have been aorted by 10O3Í inapectioa.      However,  tha ease of 

assembly and +he time tattern will depend upo a the actual sita« 

of the componente Inside tha apacificatioa.       If there are 

near the top limit, producimi a tight fit,  then aaeeably take« 

longer end  thia will occur with a batch originally coatai ai ag 

%', or mora defectivea.      At  the other extrema,  loom« fit« frasi 

compomemta neax   bottom limits are iacllaed to have inferior 

per formarne« or life, or both.      T*-a is ao« 4*fise* as im feriar 
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reliability and is characteristic of the aaaeably of batchea 

which have been required to be screened bac au«« they ara not 

S o od enough a« aada. 

better quality "aa «ade" le   therefore associated with reducad 

inspection requireaents and   easier ssseably.      However it la 

not known  in advanca  Just now good tha  quality is,   so   aoae 

inspactioa le always raquirad  to estlaate this quality as wall 

aa giva cuetoacr  protection.       Th« foraer aap«ct ia greatly 

influenced by othar knowledge  particularly th« aeaaureaent of 

quality previoualy obtalnad  by th« saae procese working undar 

what ara believed  to be tha  aaaa technical conditions. 

Typical  figurée quoted in tha  UK «how  that costs dua  to 

lnapaction and quality fail urea aaount  to about 7# of  th« groa« 

turnover with another ft spent on creating and controlling quality. 

However,  when thia effort ia  doubled to  coat 1%,  it has the 

effect of reducing iuapection and failure coats to «bout itffr. 

The set aaving of ¿^ of groaa turnover applies to tha quality 

obtainable  froa existing reaourcee without any «uba tan tisi 

technical changea in operation.      It la  likely that eo new hat 

larger saving* would result   froa siailar aethode la eaall 

eoa pani ee. 

There will be situation« eher e the available faciliti«« ara 

atill inadäquate to produca a quality acceptable to the aarkat 

without a sorting process.       Tais occur« la a factory aaklng 

glaaa contalnera where 6% good product 1« cossi dar ad 

co aaarciall y sa tla factory although 1% 4« fee Uve« caaaot be 

paaaad straight lato th« aarkat.     Her« «ortiag la regarded aa 
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part of tht production process but an efficient glassworks 

will establish controls to ensure that defective bottles are 

not produced at a rate exceeding 1% for any extended period. 

It is so easy  to perait quality to elide when there are 

always so many defectives.      This &% output can be used for 

planning to eetiaate delivery dates and costing to be 

competitive in tendering.      Any deterioration will delay 

delivery, increase costs (loss on a contract)  and run a greater 

risk that excessive defectives are delivered to cuetoaers 

despite the sorting. 
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3   Definition of Quality 

The quality  of a product  can be defined as  the degree with 

which  it satisfies the  purpose for which it is intended.       It 

starts  with design which  establishes  the level of performance 

required and  this applies   to every item.       However  there are 

differences   from unit  to  unit so that some will be found  to 

satisfy  the purpose while  others will not.       For example,  a 

ceiling  fan is designed  to rotate at a speed of at least 180 

rpm.       However,   the variation from fan  to fan amounted  to Í12 

rpm so   that  the worst nad a 6peed of only 17^ rpm even when 

nothing had gone wrong.       About one fan in 16 failed to rotate 

at the minimum specified speed and hence they could be said to 

be of inferior quality.       Nevertheless they still circulated 

the air round the room so   they still possessed some quality as 

ceiling  fans and it is difficult to state how much lower  their 

value is  because of the inferior performance. 

On the  other hand,  the best  fan would rotate at 198 rpm which 

is much better than the required specification.      About one fan 

in six would have speeds in excess of 190 rpm and again it is 

difficult to state how much higher value they have.      It is 

quite certain that the customer would not be prepared to pay 

more when the specified value is 1Ö0 rpm.      The company has to 

decide what  the quality level should be,  how it should be 

interpreted and then how it should be designed to give that 

quality.       These are all related to cost and generally manage- 

ment muet decide what market it is trying to attract, how large 

that market is, what proportion it will obtain and,  thus,   the 

level of manufacture.      This decides methods which can be 
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employed with eubsequent effect on quality and cost.      There ie 

then a relationship between selling price and share of market 

leading round the whole  cycle again.      All this depends upon 

compliance with the design quality;    any failure to do so will 

affect  everything so we are naturally led to the more important 

quality of conformance. 

As another example,  an automobile is basically a device for 

conveying people from one place to another but the speed, 

comfort and safety with which this can be accomplished depende 

upon the quality designed into the product.      other  factors of 

economy,  capacity,  manoeuvrability,  ease of parking,  noise,  etc. 

are also important design features.      A luxury limousine will 

be much more expensive  than a »People's car» and will certainly 

be regarded as being of higher quality.      Some customers are 

prepared to pay the additional cost, so much so that in the UK 

the most expensive car costs 30 times as much as the cheapest. 

However  it does not mean  that its quality is 30 times as high. 

In fact,   it is almost impossible to give a quantitative compari- 

son of   their qualities.       Such relative values of quality are 

purely  subjective and they will be influenced to a large extent 

by the  confidence that actual manufacture will conform to the 

design.       There can be no certainty that the most expensive 

product will conform to ite own design as well as the least 

expensive. 

The description of any product gives eoae definition of its 

quality  but it is well known that different examples of the same 

product are of different qualities.      This variation gives rise 
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to ideas of product performance for which minimum values may be 

specified in National Standards and other ways - ceiling  fan  to 

rotate at a minimum of 1Ö0 rpm.       Thus  t'..a customer is able  to 

purchase a product with a specified performance which may extend 

to a large number of characteristics including appearance and 

other subjective features such as taste,  smell. 

The reliability of a product is another aspect of its quality. 

Although there are complex mathematical definitions,  it can be 

thought of as a measure of the maintenance of performance through- 

out life.       Host products are subject to wear and require regular 

servicing to maintain an acceptable performance.      This is 

obvious for complex products like aircraft but it is also 

necessary for commonplace products like garments.      The ease with 

which the servicing can be carried out and the availability of 

spares and other materials to enable it to be accomplished 

have a profound effect on overall product quality. 

The quality performance of the final product depends upon the 

quality of the components and materials from which it is 

constructed.       These also require to have their quality 

performance specified.      Materials usually have minimum (or 

maximum)  values of various physical and/or chemical properties 

specified and these must be verified by small samples. 

The quality of components is specified by a number of 

dimensional sizes usually shown on a drawing with tolerances 

which have been chosen so  that the product can always be 

assembled and will function satisfactorily if all components 

satisfy their specified limits.      Product quality then depends 
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upon component quality but it often happens that unnecessarily 

tight tolerances are specified for components to make sure. 

This causee more expensive manufacturing processes to be used or 

100% inspection to sort «good» from »bad».      However it is not 

generally known how  far and how frequently these tight limits 

can be violated without detrimental effect on the  final product. 

This is another problem to be investigated by quality control 

methods. 

It is not sufficient to specify qualities of materials and 

components and performances of products.      It is also necessary 

that actual production conforms with these qualities and 

performances.      This can only happen if the methods used for 

manufacture are capable of producing the desired quality and 

that technical control is maintained to ensure that these 

methods are operated as planned.      These features are the 

quality of conformance which is evaluated by quality control 

techniques discussed in the following sections. 
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k    yiethods  to Improve Quality 

Quality  can only be obtained  from technology.       This is  true 

even in  the craft industries where technology has  to be defined 

as  the  ability to repeat methods  time and time again on 

materials with constant  physical characteristics.       In 

practice,   completely uniform material is never obtained, 

neither is it possible  to have exact repetition of any process. 

A super  craftsman would  be able to predict how the material 

will  vary before he processes it and automatically he makes 

adjustments to his methods so as to balance the effect of the 

variable material.      This is an impossible task but some degree 

of balance is achieved and the ultimate uniformity is a measure 

of  the craftsman's skill. 

Variation is particularly  true of "natural" materials but 

modern technology has developed methods to produce a more 

uniform material to enable standard processes to be used in 

later stages of manufacture.      For example,  there is enormous 

variability among the individual fibres of cotton.       The 

preparatory processes are designed to blend these fibres and 

produce laps and then slivers which are proportionally much 

more uniform.      The doubling and spinning processes continue 

this blending so that ultimately each square centimetre of a 

piece of woven cloth is very similar to every other square 

centimetre even though a microscopic examination would reveal 

the original variation from fibre to fibre. 

The obvious way to improve the quality of a product is to 

improve  the technology used in the manufacture.      This could be 
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achieved by better methods or more efficient use of current 

methods.      An initial step must consist of evaluating the 

efficiency of existing methods.      This is best done by 

measuring the quality of  the output over a sufficiently long 

period so that all normal  variation has an opportunity to 

occur.       Analysis of the data then shows whether it is stable, 

relative to its own measured variation,  or not.      if it is 

stable,   then improved quality will require better technology, 

but otherwise some improvement can be obtained by better 

utilisation of existing methods. 

Technical improvements usually incur capital expense and this 

is likely to involve foreign currency difficulties in 

developing countries.      All efforts should be made first to 

ensure that the beet use is being made of current plant before 

ordering new.      Further,   estimates should be made of the period 

over which the best use of current plant will continue to 

provide sufficiently high quality to satisfy the market.       It 

often happens that although existing quality does not satisfy 

the market, a proper quality control plan would enable present 

resources to do so for a few more years.      There is an example 

of a cotton mill in South India which was interested in re- 

equipping its spinning shed because efficiency was 12# lower 

than the standard expected  for the frames being used and count 

being spun»      it is well known that spinning efficiency is 

positively correlated with yarn quality,  so improved quality 

would also result from increased efficiency.      It was estimated 

that new foreign plant would pave the 12% loss but it involved 

scarce currency with a delay of several months for delivery. 
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A provisional order was placed and at  the same time a study 

of the losses was initiated.      This showed that most of the 

variation occurred from time to time rather than from frame to 

frame and  that  the observed variation was  too large to occur 

by chance.      A quality control plan was introduced to reduce 

the incidence of unstable operation and this had the effect c/f 

increasing the efficiency  by llf% over a period of six months. 

A similar study was carried out in the weaving shed of a jut« 

mill and in this case there was so much variation from loom to 

loom that it was not possible to detect time to time variation. 

The study was based on quality control interpretation of 

activity sampling.      The results of one section were: 

looms number 

••good" V? 

"bad" 3 

total 50 

stoppages in 
30   rounds 

estimated 
efficiency 

323 77.1% 

k9 «.» 

372 75.2% 

The three bad looms were overhauled to bring their efficiencies 

up to the remainder of the group and a repeat study then showed 

a slight improvement in the overall shop performance to 77.5% 

efficiency.      An increased output of better quality cloth was 

obtained from the same plant by overhauling only 6% of it. 

Very little extra improvement would have been obtained by 

overhauling every loom.      Six "intermediate" ones had an 

average estimated efficiency of 65.6% and these same looms gave 

the higher estimate of 76.7% In the second study without any 

technical change in their operation at all. 
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This example has been quoted to illustrate how productivity 

and quality are improved by l îe selective overhaul of plant. 

This can be regarded as a technical change without any great 

capital expense.  However it does use, in developing 

countries, scarce skilled labour so the importance of choosing 

the right plant for overhaul cannot be over emphasised. 

This study was part of the initial investigation to determine 

the quality standard for the loom shed before setting up a 

routine quality control system.  The standard was provisionally 

set at 77.5% and the object was to maintain the efficiency at 

this level.  Maintenance of quality is Just as important as 

improvement. 

Improved quality is often obtained, in industrialised countries 

by using completely new methods but these are based on 

extensive Research and Development programmes quite beyond the 

acope of small industries in developing countries.  Mostly the 

impetus for such improved processes comes from the desire to 

save expensive manpower and again this is not a usual problem in 

developing countries.  Nevertheless, it may be economic for 

some small firms to operate new and improved methods especially 

when they have technical collaboration agreements.  The 

decision should be made from a study of the economics of the 

situation; it should not be a matter of prestige. 

The obvious remedies for poor quality are new or improved 

plant, better materials or methods but these are not 

necessarily the solutions even in large organisations.  If new 
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plant ie operated as badly as the old, improvements in 

quality ana efficiency will not be a« large as they could b« by 

working the old plant as well as possible.      Further,   the 

initial improvements obtained with the new plant would not be 

maintained.      This leads naturally to the alternative,  but not 

exclusive, method of improving quality by better management. 

Detailed objectives of better management are different in 

industrialised and developing countries.      Both are concerned 

with higher efficiency,  but cost and labour productivity ara 

predominant in the former group.      Plant and material 

utilisation (productivity) are much more important in 

developing countries.      Cost,  of course, is also important but 

a good case can be made for subsidising labour costs - this is 

discussed in Section 6. 

The  fundamentale of good quality management are not difficult. 

First,   the operator must know what is required and given 

facilities to enable him to perform the task.      Then he must 

have sufficient training so that he understands what he has   to 

do and he is capable of doing it.      Next the materials he urnas 

must be available in sufficient quantity at the time they ara 

required and there must be simple means of disposing of the 

finished work without damage.       The workplace must be well lit, 

heated (or cooled),  ventilated with sufficient space to mova 

with heights and distances arranged to enable him to continue 

for  the whole of the work period without undue fatique.      It 

should be kept clean and free from accident hasards such as 

fire  from cotton waste. 
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Tha raqulrad quality  auat bt apacifiad on a docuaaat  (»Riefe la 

of tan a drawing) with   facilitias  to aaaaura tt9 quality 

actually  producaci in   tha aaaa unita.       Idaally  this should ba 

dona iaaadiataly aftar   tha ltaa hae   baan procaaaad althar  by 

tha oparator or by an  inapte tor who aakaa tua obaarvatioaa 

arailabla  to tha oparator.      Tha oparator auat undaratand thai 

ha ia raaponaibla for  tha quality ha producaa avan if aoaabody 

alea aaaauraa it. 

Conaiatant high quality  ia iapoaaibla without paying dua 

ra¿ard to  tha factora  givan abova.       Hovavar thay do raiaa a 

nufflbar of quarias which art aoluabla  by quality control aathoda. 

Tha a« J or quary ia concaraad with tha ralationahlp batwaaa tha 

apacification and procaaa capability.       Initially it ia 

aaauaad that tha apacification la corract and inviolabla. 

Frocaaaaa ara choaan which ara baliavad can aatiafy  tha 

raquiraa apacification aconoaically and than i t ia nacaaaaiy to 

tnaaaura thair capability  to do ao.       Thla involraa aa*i.ag aany 

itaaa and aaaauring thair quality and intarpratation of  tha 

raaults.       Soaabody la aanagaaant auat ba capabia of thla 

intarpratation objactlvaly and than dacida whathar tna procaaa 

aatchaa tha apacificatioa.      If it doaa,  production caa procaaa 

«a long aa it la controlled but otharwiaa axthar tha procaaa or 

apacification auat ba changad.      Ia aaay caaaa it ia tha lattar 

and tha aaaaaant of praaaura on tha procaaa oparator oftaa haa 

tha affact of laprovin* quality although not to auch aa aztaat 

that tha initial apacificatioa wool« ba aatlafiad. 

Changad pr oc aa a aa say coaalat of altarla« o par a ting coadltioaa 
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(taaaaratara,   praaaure,  apaad,  «te.)  or addio« further 

oparaUoaa  (aortir«)  or working with dlffaraat  («or« uni for») 

•ateríala or addili« Ji¿a and flxtaraa to pravant arrora or a 

coaplata cbaaga auca aa *aa coaaldarad abova andar  tachalcal 

laarovaaaata.       Taa dacialoa aa to what eaaaga la likaly to ba 

aoat baaaflcial,  taking accouat of acoaoalc factora, «111 ba 

dataralaed froa tacaalcal coaaldaratloaa aat taa aagaituda of 

ta« laproYaaaat caa tiaaally ba **aaf ad oaly by latararatatloa of 

oaaarvatloaa laadin« oaca ájala to Uà aa« of aaality coatrol 

tacaalaaaa. 

üHaai 
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5   HMsûrement of Quality 

The eimplest measurement of quality of an individual item ie 

merely to inspect it to decide whether it possesses the 

required attributes or not.       For example,   the .najor 

requirement of a bucket is that it should hold water without 

leaking.       If this is satisfied it is acceptable but if it 

leaks,  no aatter how slowly,  it is defective.      There can be 

little doubt about the accuracy of this measurement and it 

suffices  for a particular bucket.      The user is only concerned 

with his bucket. 

The manufacturer is more concerned with the quality of all his 

buckets and he cannot deduce that all are satisfactory just, 

because the first one is.      Conversely he should not adjust all 

his procasses whenever he finds one that leaks.      His decision 

must arise from consideration of the inspection of many items 

and he must distinguish between the quality of an individual 

bucket and that of the product as a whole. 

Suppose he finds that over a period there are 2% leaking 

buckets and he cannot detect any differences in the way the 

buckets were made over the whole period.      Then the occurrence 

of a leaklnf bucket Is a matter of chance arising from an 

unpredictable combination of conditions all coming within the 

normal range of variation in manufacture.      The operator has 

not mads a defective deliberately,  nor even by allowing his 

attention to wander;    he is trying just as hard to make good 

buckets when the defective occurs.      Clearly the quality of the 

product cannot be judged by measurement of one unit. 
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Since  the defectives occur at random,  it  i8 quite p06ßible   ^ 

there to be runs of 100 acceptable buckets (frequently) and 

even 230 about once in 100 runs.      These would not imply any 

improvement in quality any more tnan finding 2 leakers out of 

3 proves the quality is worse. 

The measurement of product quality by counting attributes la 

therefore subject to large sampling errors and it is necessary 

to inspect large numbers  to obtain reliable estimates. 

Somewhat smaller numbers will suffice if the standard quality 

is Poor,  say 20* defective.      The , 3sential quantity is the 

total number of defectives in all the samples. 

The bucket is also subject to other defects, capacity,  weight, 

dimensions, dents,   surface scratches,   etc,   any one of which 

-kes it defective although it is still marketable.      Th. 

overall quality can be measured by the total number of thes. 

defects.      sometimes they are classified •• major, minor or 

incidental with a combination of these to give a demerit scora 

as a measure of quality. 

Counting of defects also measures quality in products made 

continuously such as woven cloth or enamelled wire.      it can 

be quoted as the number of defects per square metre even though 

the samples may con.ist of much smaller araas.      The sa-pling 

errors associated with counting defectives etili apply to th. 

counting of defects but,.« the nuaber. are usually larg.r,  th. 

effect is not so important.      Again the important quantity ia 

the total nuabar of defects over all the sample, providing th. 

variation follow« . random pattern. 
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Verification of product quality requires much less measurement. 

For  example,  if it has  boen  established  earlier that the 

normal quality  is 2¿ defective,   then a  sample  of 10 units 

without any defectives  confirms it.       It is also confirmed if 

the  sample contains 2 defectives.       20;¿  in the small sample 

verifies 2;¿ in the product!       This is dealt with in considerable 

detail in Section 7 under quality control. 

Many products,  particularly  engineering pieceparts,  are 

designated as effective or defective when it would be possible 

to measure the actual size.       This is done after checking with 

Go No-Go gauges which are very simple to use but it is important 

that their accuracy is checked frequently.      Their use implies 

that,  if a component has all its dimensions inside the 

tolerance,  it is perfect,  but if any dimension is outside the 

limits then the component i6 useless.      This has already been 

mentioned in Section 3 with some doubt as to its validity. 

It is common practice  for the "first-off" to be checked with 

such gauges by a competent inspector and, after his clearance, 

the  job is allowed to run subject to periodic sampling checks 

with the same gauges by the inspector or by the operator. 

This cannot guarantee that all the pieceparts comply with the 

drawing and a "email•• percentage of defectives is usually 

accepted.      Although "small" is not properly defined, it does 

iaply that the degree of defectiveness will also be small and 

the incorrectly sized components will have no practical 

detrimental effect on the quality of the ultimate product. 
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It would certainly  be better to  measure actual sizes  to know 

what margin exists  inside the  tolerance and such measurements 

also give estimates  of the dispersion among component sizes. 

Simple dimensions  like the diameter  of a bolt may be measured 

with a micrometer  but unless the  component is an  exact circular 

cylinder,  there could be variations  due to ovality and  taper 

apart from errors introduced by  the way the observer uses the 

instrument.      These should be small  relative to the tolerance 

but this is not necessarily true.       Examples can be quoted 

where random errors  of measurement can exceed the  tolerance 

occasionally. 

The choice of measuring instrument will be influenced by the 

tolerance and the speed with which observations can be made. 

There is little point in measuring a diameter as Ü.7497» when 

the drawing limits are 0.745» - 0.755".      In general the unit 

of measurement should be between 5* and 10% of the  tolerance. 

If  this diameter is measured to  the nearest 0.001»,  a recorded 

value of 0.755" means  that the observer believes that the true 

value lies between 0.7545" and 0.7555";    the upper part of this 

is outside the limits although the piecepart would  be accepted. 

An entirely different kind of quality measurement occurs in 

determining the physical and chemical properties of materials 

such as steel, moulding powders,  rubber,  Jute, etc.       These 

will be delivered to an agreed specification and will require 

that a sample be analysed or tested.       The sample will consist 

of a few grammes to represent the whole consignment;    it is 
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Impossible  to test every gramme.       There are approved methods 

of selecting such samples to give a good estimate of the 

average quality but they do not measure the variability in the 

material over the whole consignment.       The material ie never 

used in the same way that the sample ie selected so 

variability in the material appears in the ultimate product. 

A small user can never determine accurately the properties of 

the material he uses and he seldom knows how variation in these 

properties affects the quality he produces.      His best 

protection comes from the purchase of material supplied under 

a Certification Hark scheme operated and licensed by the 

National Standards Institution.      This is discussed in som« 

detail In Section 10. 
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6    Quality in Developing Countries 

Quality problems in developing countries stem primarily from 

the low level of education  among the bulk of  the population. 

This  is associated with  a  low standard of living  and no massive 

demand  for goods and services  which would permit  the use of 

advanced  technical methods   of production.       Since such methods 

have  been developed in industrialised countries  with labour 

shortages,   they have often  concentrated on automatic and semi- 

automatic machines with  jigs  and fixtures in labour saving 

devices.      All of these  tend  to produce greater uniformity as 

long as  they are correctly  adjusted and hence  better quality is 

obtainable.       These adjustments require highly skilled labour 

with lont, and expensive set  ups so that advanced methods are 

only economic with long runs.       When such a machine goes out of 

adjustment,   the quality of  the product deteriorates rapidly and 

can be  detected with very   simple inspection and  quality control 

procedures.       This is very  necessary to avoid making excessive 

scrap. 

Many firms in industrialised  countries who have automatic 

machines also use many simple  machines for  the same purpose 

because  of their flexibility   especially when small quantities 

have to  be produced.      Despite increased labour costs,   this is 

the cheapest method of manufacture but the quality produced 

will not be so uniform.       Also when a simple machine goes out 

of adjustment,   the quality  deterioration will not be so great 

making it of less importance  but more difficult  to detect. 

The best  firms in industrialised countries use quality control 
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schemes to detect  these changes in a minimum time.      The 

simplest procedures are not suitable  for  this purpose but 

developments of the  control chart technique  firet proposed  by 

Shewart in 1921* can be very  valuable.       These are ¿iven in 

Section 0.2. 

There are two main reasons why developing  countries do not 

use the most modern automatic machines.       These would not be 

economic with the required quantities and  there is no object  in 

saving unskilled labour when it is very plentiful.      Shortages 

of foreign currency and of skilled labour   for setting up are 

contributory causes  but they can be overcome for a limited part 

of industry in which advanced automatic plant has to be used  to 

obtain the required  quality.      When this is  done,  it is 

important that the plant is U6ed efficiently.      An example   from 

an engineering firm in a developing country working with 

technical co-operation from a large British company will 

illustrate this. 

It was required to make a pin to a tolerance of 1.00 Î 005 «>m 

and a watchmaking automatic lathe was available  for this 

purpose.      Measurements of the capability of the machine showed 

that it could hold an overall tolerance of O.J06 mm with 

perfect material.       A study of the components actually made 

showed a variation of 0.038 mm which could  have been reduced  to 

0,031 mm with a sound quality control scheme.      The difficulty 

arose  from the use of indigenous material which was very 

•ariable but the best available without further expenditure of 

foreign currency.      Management was inclined  to blame the setter 
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for the rejects and he spent most of his time on the impossible 

task of balancing the material changes, just before they 

occurred, by setting adjustments.  The result was a dispersion 

of 0.030 mm as quoted above;  this corresponds to kO>A 

defectives.  The best he could have done with the available 

naterial was 32SÍ  defective but there would have been 

practically zero if material had been imported from a -uitable 

source.  As the defectives are produced at random, they have 

to be raaoved by a sorting operation.  The machine downtime 

for setting was over 60* to give a useful output of about only 

20<¿ of that planned when the machine was purchased. 

Apart fro-; the rare use of highly advanced technical plant, 

there is quite a range of simple to intermediate technologies 

available to developing countries which are suitable to us« 

with their size of market.  aenerally as technology becomes 

more sophisticated it requires: 

larger capital investment 

•ore accurate tooling 

more skilled labour to est up 

longer set up times 

long runs to balance high set 

up costs 

•ore frequent monitoring of operating 

conditions and product quality 

but less operator skill and attention.  Fixed costs per unit 

are minimised but total costs are greatly dependent upon run 

quantity. 
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Consider the manufacture of a email phenolic moulding.      This 

can be made one at a time on a simple mechanical prese or in 

multi-impression tools on a hydraulic prese with an automatic 

timer.       The latter method  i8  capable of better  quality at 

lower costs  for large enough batch quantities as long as 

operating conditions are set and maintained at optimum levels. 

These include: 

temperature distribution 

over the tools 

pressure 

cure time 

breathe time 

pellet weight 

together with accuracy in Baking all tools alike. 

Optimum operating conditions can be determined from industrial 

experimentation on the shop floor.      This will also give the 

range of levels which can be permitted without substantial 

worsening of quality.      These must be matched against technical 

possibilities in the firm.       It is useless to know that the 

optimum cure temperature is 157°C unless it is also known how 

far it can depart from this without detriment.       If it is also 

known that a tolerance of ±7°C can be permitted,   there must 

still be technical facilities - measurement,  thermostats, etc.  • 

to ensure it is obtained.       The figures quoted are within the 

capability of any reasonable moulding shop,  but,  if the 

tolerance had been ±1 °C,  then the necessary controls would be 

beyond the scope of the small  firms for which tais paper is 
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prepared. 

statisticians can be  trained to   design and interpret  tht 

necessary experiments over a wide  range of industries.       The 

success  of their efforts will depend  upon the co-operation   they 

receive  from the technical personnel.       Training of the 

statisticians ana the way they   can  help industry in developing 

countries is discussed in Section 11 under Assistance. 

The simple mechanical press will  require an operator to load 

the correct quantity  of powder  into   the mould and maintain 

specified temperatures and pressures.       These will not be as 

simple  to achieve at;  in a large   nydraulic press but there is 

likely  to be more latitude.      However there is great dependence 

on the human factor and a larger  proportion of defective 

mouldings must be expected from   time  to time.      After 

unloading,  each item must be inspected and this is best done by 

the operator while he is handling   the piece.      It would require 

accurate work measurement and strict adherence to a standard 

work pattern for him to look after   two such presses without 

lose of output and certainly when  there is surplus manpower, 

it is not desirable to do so.       There should be plenty of time 

for the necessary inspection. 

Comparison of the two methods shows   that the hydraulic press 

involves such greater capital expense and its six impression 

tool will cost sore than six times ss such as tne simple 

tooling in the mechanical press.        It will also require sors 

skilled labour to set up but the  operator can be quite 
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unskilled «ad it is sasy for hi» to look sftsr two tuck press«« 

to produca «bout 1¿*  tia«s  th« output  p«r aaahour.       Further  tu« 

product will noraally be of  t>«tt«r quality «1 though if anything 

do«s go wrong,   th«r« »ili  b« « iot of axpanslv» scrap. 

Inspection by th« operator as h« unloads «ill show up any 

dsfsctirss produced  but it «ill  not indicat« wh«th«r th«r« 

should b« other technical action or not.      In particular, oaa 

iapression aay becoas faulty to sake a scrap moulding in every 

lift.       Management aust then decide to: 

continue and r sao ve the scrap aouldings 

or      blank off the faulty tool »ith any necessary 

adjustsents 

or  close dova the press and correct the fault. 

Tais decision Is not so very simple aa there sill also be a 

saall number of defectives produced by the randoa and 

uncontrollable variationa la the process.  The necessity fo» 

skilled aad profeaaloaal aaapower aay prevent the aors advanced 

preaa from being uaad. 

The "best" aetaod of Manufactura sill be th« oaa «ith th« 

ninisua standard coat for the product.  Tals would aasuae 

availability of all necessary reaourcee including skilled labour 

aad for«ifn currency.  Developing countries hav« larga nunbarn 

of unskilled pao pi e aany of who« are uaeaployed.  Mevertheleae 

all of thea coasuae th« food» goods aad services which coaa 

lato or ara produced la the country.  A* far aa the nation 

(not the government) Is coacerned, it dosa not aattsr whether a 

flra eaploys 20 aaa efficieatly oat of 100 available or all of 
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IMPROVING PRODUCT QUALITY  IN SKALL 

INDUSTRIES  IN DEVELOPING COUNTHIES 

Summary 

Quality can only be created  by technology and better quality 

depende  upon Improved technology or better use of current 

faciliti«.      Small industries in developing countries can do 

little to improve their technology but  they can manage their 

businesses more efficiently. 

Better management may requir- redeployment of resources with 

changes in emphasis on the relationships between »en,  machines, 

«•terial and money.      Developing countries are short of all oí 

these except manpower which is abundant but mostly unskilled. 

It is often in the national interest that greater output should 

be obtained  from plant or that material should be saved by the 

use of increased labour which would otherwise be unemployed. 

This should be subsidised by the State. 

Greater efficiency will come  from the use of scientific manage- 

••nt techniques of which Quality Control is appropriata here. 

The literature and published case studies are nearly all 

concerned with maas production but the principles are equally 

applicable to small industrias even those engaged on small scale 

production.      The details of application may b. very different 

and small Industries with simple technology require quita 

sophi.tic.tad control system, for optimum us. of resource..      ft. 

nece.s.ry trained personnel «re not generally available but 

conaid.rabla improvements can be obtained with suitable 

•i-plifi.d «athod..      some general purpo.a quality control plan. 
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have been designed with this object. Step by step procedure« 

for installing and maintaining these systems are given in the 

appendices. 

The forms of assistance available to small firms from extension 

•ervice agencies, large planta and national bodies are discussed. 

These lead to the use of the international sampling plan (beat 

known as i.IL-STD-105i)) and other forms of certification for 

materials supplied to, as well as by, the smalx firms.  A 

programme of international technical assistance is proposed in 

the conclusion with the object of training local graduates ao 

that they can train others and hence lead to a salf «ustaininf 

qualify programme for the nation. 
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1    Preamble 

The standard of living in any country depends largely upon what 

it is able  to produce.       It may be  fortunate  enough to be 

naturally rich in minerals,   euch as oil,   when  production consiste 

primarily of extraction from the earth.       Under such conditions 

there are always more advanced countries  being very willing  to 

help in the exploitation with some kind of sharing arrangement 

between th© companies of the several countries.      However,   many 

developing countries are not so lucky and they have to rely 

more upon their own efforts.      The united Nations technical 

assistance programme is designed to help them  to help them- 

selves.      This paper tackles one aspect of the  problem. 

A fundamental difference between the industrialised and 

developing countries is in the number, skill and education of 

the labour  force.      The industrialised nations have a higher 

standard of living with a larger proportion of skilled and 

educated people who are expensive to employ.       There ie great 

pressure to use them as efficiently as possible and this has led 

to more advanced technology with the completely automated 

factory as the ultimate aim. 

On the other hand, developing countries are comparatively short 

of skilled men and have large numbers of untrained and poorly 

educated people for whom it is difficult to find any kind of 

employment.      Basic industries certainly exist in developing 

countries but generally these require large capital expenditure 

for each person employed.      These are often quite efficient and 

provide the materials on which other domestic  Industries depend 
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but they are seldom competitive enough to be able to export 

surpluses.       Their contribution to national prosperity is 

largely indirect and most of it must come   from the small 

industries which employ  the majority of the people.       These 

lack the technical co-operation from industrialised countries 

with their associated management skills so it is not surprising 

that  they are not so efficient. 

Many  books have been published describing  these management 

techniques with case studies relating to large scale or mas« 

production.       It is not immediately obvious that these 

techniques    can be adapted for use in small companies.      Never- 

theless the principles are just as valid for small scale 

production although the  detail of use may be very different 

from that used in mass production.      An understanding of these 

principles is necessary but the actual shop floor operation can 

be simplified to a sufficient extent for useful  techniques to 

be applied even by personnel with limited education. 

Management in small companies may consist of only on« or two 

people and it is clearly impossible for them to become expert 

or even learn about every technique which may be offered to 

them.       However the principles of control are applicable to 

many techniques and this paper shows how they can be applied in 

the quality  field. 

Improvement in standard of living will be achieved by producing 

goods in larger quantity or of higher quality or preferably 

both.       Many of such goods can be produced in excess of 

domestic requirements so that they can be exported in exchange 
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for food,  consuaer goods,  industrial materials and plant. 

Export customers have a world «id« choice of cuppliers eo 

obtaining orders requires  that prise, delivery and quality ara 

all competitive.      These can be specified in a contract but 

unless the conditions agreed are met, repe  t orders will not be 

forthcoming and the whole standard of living will collapse. 

Excessive rejects will increase costs, delay delivery and rala« 

doubts as to quality even after 100* inspection.      On the other 

hand, Improved quality makes the supplier more competitive even 

if any coat saving is not passed to the customer.      The 

Importance of being able to forecast accurately how facilities 

will work in practice cannot be over eaphaalsed.      This 

depends upon knowing what la truly possible and instituting 

controls to ensure that they are realised.      This is one of the 

proper functions of quality control. 
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2 Advantages of Improving Quality 

The Public Iaage of improved quality ie better customer 

satisfaction with goods that perform as expected at the time of 

sale and continue to do so for the whole of a specified or 

implied guarantee period.  This is generally associated with 

final inspection of the product but there are still complaints 

from users which may be due to premature failure.  Some 

arbitrary limit is set for such complaints and when it is 

exceeded, even for short periods, there are demands for more 

and more final inspection to make sure!  This will then take 

place at a later time when quality being made is quite 

unrelated to the batches which gave rise to the complaints. 

The additional inspection will not serve its intended purpose. 

Any industrialist knows that, if his firm makes 5% defectives, 

some will pass through any inspection screen.  For example, 

100# Inspection of euch a product will probably remove 00% of 

the defectives but there will still be 1% in the screened work. 

In addition the inspection is likely to reject at least 1% and 

probably much more of good product!  A further 100% inspection 

would double inspection costs and may be 70% effective, still 

leaving Q.y/o  defectives among the goods delivered to the 

customer.  Even a third stage of 100% inspection will not find 

every defective and cannot guarantee satisfaction at all times. 

The question then arises that if 300% is not sufficient, what 

should be done?  This question is just as valid in the small 

industries of the developing countries as it is In the most 

sophisticated technology of space exploration.  The answer is 

that quality cannot come from inspection aad that a high 
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tn«a l«s. «ffici.ntly  if tht total output 1« of «qu*l valu« and 

tksr« i. no useful work for ta« surplus 80.       In practica tail 

would aot happan and th« output valu« should rls« «a tn« 

numb«r  «aploy.d incr«as«s «ith«r  by ¿r«at«r  output or bstt«r 

quality or both. 

All dsT«loping countries aav« SOM tsxtils industry and a saall 

firs »ay hav« a w«avia« sh«d with 2i» «ispi« powsr drirsa looaa. 

Aa laasdiat«  probi«« i«  to decid« its aannlng.      Suppos«  ta« 

loos» rua at ta« rats of 10,000 pleas par «our but that sack 

laoa i« «topped for aa ar«rag« of 12 «laut«« p«r hour for 

•«adia« yara brsaka and shuttl« chaaf«s.      Than, if «ach looa 

has its own w««r«r, it will run for ¿»8 «laut«« psr hour  to glvs 

ö,UX> pick« or óoa «ffici.ncy.      Tks ws«T«r akould only b« busy 

for 20* of his tia« so k« could c«rtaialy attsnd to aaotkar 

looa.      If hs dos« so it is posslbls that tks sscoad loo« will 

kaws a yarn brsak or r«quir« a skuttls chaaf« during tks  tia« 

ks is attending to th«   first loo«.       Tks probability of  this 

occurring can  bs calculated and tabi«« ars avallaci« to giv« 

tks aaount of down tia« du« to tki« intsrfsrsne«.      In this 

particular «h«d,   th« po««ibiliti«« ar«: 

Nuab«r of 
w««T«rs 

24 

12 

8 

Looa«  p«r 
w«av«r 

1 

2 

3 

Picks psr 
kour 

192 000 

187 680 

181 728 

Sksd 
sfflclsncy 

30. OX 

70.2% 

75.7% 
6 4 173 532 72.3% 
k 6 148 932 62.1% 
3 
2 

8 

12 
119 265 

80 000 
4,9.7% 

33.3% 
1 24 40 000 16.7% 

aawawaawl 
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Taking  cost per metre of cloth  (or 1,000 picks)   as a criterion, 

the  shed should have  8 or 12 weavers,  the actual   figure being 

decided by relative cost of labour and plant.       However the 

national outlook would require maximum production  from the 

shed  and    this will  need  the employment of 24 weavers if they 

are  available.       Weaving is not  highly skilled and it should be 

possible to obtain the required  numbers by simple  training. 

The  quality of woven cloth depends largely upon  the time that 

the  loom continues to run after a break   has occurred.      Many 

looms  have automatic stops in which case any increase in the 

number of weavers can only have a marginal effect on quality. 

The improvement can be quite substantial on looms without them. 

This   example shows how an excessive number of unskilled people 

with  limited training can be used to obtain better plant 

utilisation.      The moulding shop example showed how a similar 

deployment of unskilled labour,   also with limited training, 

could use simpler plant saving currency and skilled personnel 

for met ups.      In both cases,   factory costs may be higher but 

it could be in the national interest to incur such costs. 

Standard quality would scarcely be affected but departures from 

standard operating conditions are not so serious.      Further,  the 

more skilled labour released could then be used  for products 

where quality is more important or has greater value. 

The saae principle can be applied in the control of quality. 

This  depends upon the maintenance of standard technical 

operating conditions which is usually verified by inspection 

of the product.      The amount of inspection depends upon the 
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confidence that technical control is maintained and the 

actual inspection methods used.      This confidence will    in turn 

depend upon the inspection results;     it will be high only if 

all of these confirm expected quality.       This seldom occurs; 

all industries have some inspection results which indicate 

departures from standard.      These are likely to form a larger 

proportion in the smaller industries of developing countries. 

Such industries require more frequent inspection or more 

efficient inspection or preferably both.      More efficient 

inspection involves measurement rather than gauging and this 

requires better trained labour.      When this is not available 

better control will mean more frequent gauging immediately 

after manufacture employing more unskilled labour to avoid 

poorer quality  for too long.      This may not be economic  for 

the firm but it could well be in the national interest. 

Firms should be encouraged to look into this possibility and, 

if it is found to be true,  then the additional net cost 

should be subsidised. 

There are some industries where it is not possible to measure 

the quality of the product during manufacture.      However it is 

still possible to determine optimum operating conditions and 

control will then be exercised on the input variables. 

Quality can only be maintained if thee« are kept within the 

specified intervals.      For example,  the properties of moulding 

sand have a large effect on quality in a foundry.      The 

castings themselves can only receive a cursory inspection when 

first made - blowholes and inclusions will only become apparent 

at a later stage - and even if soma adjustment has to be mad« 
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to the  process, it will apply to the input variables which 

could  have been measured without reference to the ultimate 

product.      In fact,  they can be treated as if they were the 

product of an earlier process in the same way that component 

dimensions are controlled during manufacture.      This even 

applies  to such abstract "products" as metal temperature. 

It is  now clear that developing countries have to sake use of 

simple  to intermediate technologies particularly for their 

•mailer firms.     The designed quality which they are able to 

offer  is also simple to Intermediate but this is no reason why 

the quality of conformance should not be high.      It is most 

important that they should make the best use of all their 

resources which aie generally limited in every respect except 

for unskilled manpower. 
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7    Principles of Quality Control 

The baeic  principie of Quality Control  is very simple.       It is 

merely the systematic  comparison of current achievement against 

experience and  this  can only be done scientifically if both 

achievement and  experience are expressed on a numerical scale. 

The  first step  then requires the  evaluation of experience and 

this must be observed over a sufficiently long period or time 

so that all normal variation has an opportunity to occur. 

This experience contains some degree of variation in the 

quality produced and it is important  to  decxde whether this 

variation is inevitable with existing  technology. 

The decision depende on the observed pattern of variation and 

statistical  (mathematical)  techniques have been devised to 

compute whether  this observed pattern could "reasonably"  be 

obtained by chance.      An arbitrary definition is given to 

"reasonably» and it is often associated with a chance that a 

more variable pattern would be obtained once in 100 times  that 

such a set of data is collected fro« a stable process.      other 

definitions are also used instead;     the simplest merely 

relates to the acceptance of the most extreme values. 

On some occasions  the initial investigation shows that the 

process ie stable over the whole period and then it is deduced 

that technical operating conditions remained the same through- 

out the period.       Further it may be deduced that the quality 

obtained is the  best that is possible with current technology. 

More frequently,   the initial investigation shows that over part 
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of the tin«,  the quality ie inferior to  the average by amounts 

which cannot reasonably be due to chance taking account of the 

variability during the whole period.      Thie implies that normal 

technical operating conditions were not maintained and it would 

be possible to achieve better quality if they were maintained. 

The achievable quality level can be estimated by averaging the 

results over the stable period.      This is clarified by an 

example. 

Fifty-two cartons,  each containing 168 glass bottles, were 

inspected over a month to examine the quality of the sorting 

process.      It was found that there was a total of 231 defectives 

corresponding to 2.6k% but 90 of these occurred in 5 cartons. 

Such a pattern of variation is extremely unlikely to occur by 

chance so it can be deduced that the process was not being 

operated as well as it could be for about 10% of the time. 

The figures can be summarised in a table: 

D    ,„• Number Number n««/..«*— Ptriod inspected defective Pontage 

Stable 

unstable 

Total 

7896 

840 

8736 

90 

231 

1.79 

10.7 

2.6¿t 

It is clear that elimination of the unstable period would show 

an improvement in outgoing quality but,  more important, it 

would avoid the very poor quality in about 10% of the cartons 

dispatched.      As sorting is a manual operavxon which depends 

only on the skill and attention of the operator, this would be 

possible with suitable motivation for him to maintain his 

standard. 
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Standard quality for sorting this glass bottle will be based on 

the observed defectives in  the k7 cartons which formed a établi 

group.       The average is 3 defectives per carton but  they 

contain various numbers between 0 and 7.       it would therefore 

be expected that future production will also contain up to 7 

defectives or even 8 occasionally but not as many as 12 which 

was  the best result of the  five cartons packed in the unstable 

period.      Control then consists of verifying that the process 

is working normally as long as all sample results are in 

accordance with stable experience while requiring that 

appropriate technical action is taken to restore normal 

operating conditions whenever a sample result ie outside stable 

experience.       This is achieved by placing a control limit at a 

value sufficiently unlikely  to occur by chance when the process 

is working normally and accepting all smaller values as 

confirming  that the process is working as well as possible, 

however,  any sample giving a value which reaches or exceeds  the 

control limit will be accepted as evidence that  the proceas is 

not working normally. 

The position of the control limit can be computed or read off 

from simple  tables and in this case it must be larger than 8 

and certainly not as large as 13.      It is always a compromise 

between unnecessary (and detrimental) adjustment to a process 

and failure to do so when technical control has  truly slipped. 

The value used in the British Standard I313 corresponda to a 

chance of less than one in 200 but there is nothing sacrosanct 

about this;     aoae firms in the UK use one la 100 or one in 

1,000 limits while others follow US conventions and use a 
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more   complex   formula  to   commute  the  Units. 

Somewhat similar résulte  were  obtained for  the whole group of 

bottles with comparable physical characteristics.       The 

figures are: 

Percentage Period 

Stable 

Unstable 

Number 
inspected 

29,460 

3,132 

Number 
defective 

6if7 2.20 

H.2 

Total 32,592 1,091 3.35 

These results were typical of  the whole factory over the month 

during which nearly 540,000 pieces of ware were inspected with 

2.77/0 defectives.      However the stable level was 1.90% 

defectives and instability occurred for about 13% of the 

cartons.       The stable level was considered to be  just 

satisfactory but improved  quality would obtain a larger  ihare 

of the market.      No  further improvement could be expected 

without a technical innovation which had to affect the sorter's 

application to his job without  loss of output.      This was 

achieved by designing a quality incentive bonus scheme based on 

a quality control plan with pre-set initial  targete for each 

type of ware.      These quality  targets were set at higher levels 

than had been obtained previously but were still considered to 

be achievable with sufficient motivation.       The weighted 

average  of theee targets was about 1% defectives and the actual 

quality achieved after nine months was 0.7% defectives. 

The purpose of the initial investigation is  to determine the 

quality which can be obtained over a sufficiently long period 
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of time so that all normal commercial variation has an 

opportunity to  occur.      This is then defined as the Quality 

Standard for the process and it is not necessary for this 

to be expressed as a proportion defective.      It is preferable 

for it to be given «s an objective average level together 

with a measure of process variability.       After this is done, 

quality still cannot be controlled unless the firm believe« 

it knows how to  create the necessary technical operating 

conditions to make the product to  this  quality standard. 

There must never be any doubt about thim belief! 

In practice, technical control cannot be maintained indefinitely 

and departures will occur from time to tiae even though there 

has been no conscious  effort to change anything.      The effect 

ie seen as a change in quality and,  if the specified technical 

operating conditions are correct,   this change can only be a 

deterioration.      Any quality control plan is designed to detect 

the change as soon as possible taking account of its magnitude 

and importance.       Generally large changes can be detected 

•ooner than small changes but the true purpose ia to know 

whether standard technical operating conditions still apply or 

not.      It is accepted  that they do unless there ie sufficient 

evidence on a control chart to the contrary. 

It auet be emphasised  that once an out of control situation has 

been obaerved, it is vital that appropriate technical action is 

taken to restore normal operating conditions.      There can be ao 

information about the quality that the process is producing 

until this action has been taken.      There »ill be knowledge 
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about the individual items in a sample which are measured but 

no knowledge about the much larger quantity which are not 

measured.       Even if later samples give results coming well 

within the  control limits,   it must not be assumed tnat the 

process is working normally again;     it is unlikely to correct 

itself without suitable technical action.      On the other hand, 

when standard technical operating conditions do apply,  there ie 

considerable knowledge about all the product including those 

not measured and even those not yet made.      One cannot say what 

the quality of an unmeasured item is but it is possible to 

assert what proportion of the product will have qualities 

within specified intervals. 

Sometimes  the initial investigation gives a stable quality 

which is better than the market requires and this can occur 

even when the overall quality is unsatisfactory.      For example, 

a multi-spindle automatic lathe was found to be capable of 

working to limits of ±0.001 in while producing a component with 

a tolerance of Í0.002 in.      Usually this tolerance was met but 

there were extensive periods when ZOji or more of the product 

failed to comply. 

In such situations it is always possible to achieve some cost 

reduction or similar advantage providing that the process is 

controlled to the stable quality level.      The more uniform 

quality may have some value by: 

providing an easier assembly 

or reducing work at a later operation 

or producing a better performance 

or producing a more reliable product, etc. 
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If there «re no euch «dv«nt«ge«, then it sight be po.sibl« to: 

use a cheaper naterial 

or     work toward» a limit to aave material 

or     run the procese faster, etc. 

In the example from the êlaseworks, feed back «as obtained by 

the financial incentiT. but generally this 1. not necessary nor 

is it very desirable in developing countries. However, the 

principle of feed back is vital in any quality control plan; 

it is useless to know that the process has become unstable 

unless something is done about it.  In the wider sense, feed 

back is used after the initial studies have given their 

estimates of procese capabilities.  These provide informât*» 

for: 

1 the designer to quote realistic tolerance« 

2 procese planning to assign appropriate machinée 

3 purchasing to obtain economic plant for product« 

being mad« «ad planned 

k     maintenance to assess wear and need for overhaul 

5 tool and gauge room for checking and measuring 

6 salea to specify achievable performancea. 

This is still true even in small firms of developing countries 

where one or two men have to look after all the«« functioa«. 

They should work with the best «v«il«ble information. 

Failure to achieve these capabilities will show mp on the 

control chart« fro« which informatio« ia fed to: 

1  «upervieion for «ppropri«t« technical 

action, eetting, etc 
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2 proaactloa pi «a al »4 to oaaara correct 

tttaatltlaa  ¿Malta  IMIN 

3 coatiag to M«1C» •*<;••••• 

4»      1»« pact io« aad quality aaauraaca to 

•nam e«atosar a«tiafactios 

5      aarvlea. 

rial« eoaflalata aad aarkat aaaalrlaa •»«• «bat tlia caatoawr 

«anta a»4 «sat ha tklaka of taa aroéact.      nia «hernia toa  fé 

back for coaalésratloa ky éaalgaa,  apacificatiti aad through 

tha »kola cyela tack to aroaaetloa,  a.wallty coatrol,  ate.      It 

la truly aal« that »quality la avaryhoty'a taalaaaa" aaa 

quality coatrol glvaa tho axla oa »hieh all otaar aaaacta 

ravolva. 
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c    T»chniqu»» of Quality Contro^ 

It  is no. aceiptid  that Statistical Quality Control cover, three 

main areas,   sailing  plan«,   control charts and induetrial 

•xperimentation.       A saaplin«  plan  io .  8.t of rul.a to  decide 

whether a  batch of «.Urial  of coneignaant of coaponente  should 

be  accepted  or not.       The control chart  is usad to anaura  that 

tha achievable quality  standard is aaintained.       Thi. iapliea 

that  technical operating  conditions ara  normal which «houid  be 

true aoat of  the  ti...       The chart .ill  detect changes in thaaa 

operatin; conditiona .han they occur and   this  should  be rare, 

induatrial experiaentation i*  required when the achievable 

quality standard will  not satiafy aark.t  require.enta.       It aiM 

•t  determining optimua operating conditions and often uaaa quita 

sophisticated statistical aethods to achieve thia objectiva. 

8.1    Sampling Plane 

These are uced by producers of goods to give themselves aa 

assurance that  the quality will aati.fy an agreed or implied 

level.      They are alao ueed by coaauaera  for a eiailar purpose, 

flreat ingenuity haa gone into the daaiga of eoa» aaapling  plans 

and  generally  they   fall  into one of two  typea.       In effect  the 

first ascuaes  that a batch ia unacceptable uníees the eaaple 

reeults are coneidarably better than tha required quality ahila 

tha second accepts  batches m sequence unless  the aaapla reaulta 

•re considerably worae than tha required quality.      The both 

serva their purpoee and relate to différant situation«. 

Dodga and Roaig'a wall known tablea illustrata tha firet type. 

For example,  they any wish to avoid acceptance of a batch of 
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about 2000 it«« if it contains 2* or aore defectives.      Thair 

aimplaat sanpling plan rsquirss  that a aaapla of kkO it «ma 

has laaa than 6 defectives for accaptanca of the batch.      This 

corraaponda to sonething battar  than l.j>60 dafactivaa in tha 

aaapla.       In  fact,   if tha producar supplied a batch with 

exactly ¿A defectivee,   the consuaer would atili hava a ona in 

10  chanca  that ht will accapt  it. 

Thasa plana ara rather severe on tha producar who flnda that 

even whan hia batchea contain only half tha aaxiaua allowabla 

proportion of dafactivaa,  ha will atill nave wall ovar a 

quartar of thaa rajactad.       Thia ia  far too frequent so ha has 

to supply goods of s such higher standard  for wmcn ha obtains 

little reward.       Nevertheleaa  thia  type of saaplin*  plan is the 

bast  for  iaolatad batches  in which  there  is little   >r no 

background knowledge of quality. 

Tha sscond type bas rire uaivaraal use and  there ia sow an 

internationally agreed standard sat of aaaplin¿ plans with tha 

title ABCA-AÄMT-STD-105A.       Thia is  the reeult of collaboration 

be twees USA,  UK and Canada each of whoa iaeuea the ast with its 

ova title.» 

•      Tals is MIL-STD-105D in USA,  DIF-1.J1A in UK and 

CA-C-115 la Canada. 

Thia is a developaast of HIL-STD-105 first ussd in USA for 

sccsptsacs of ailltary atoras aad aooa extendsd to all official 

purenassa whes it «as suitable.      It sxsrtsd great pressure 
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on aany  firas  to iaprove quality anc ltd toa wide extenaion In 

the us« of statistical quality control.       Subeequantly it waa 

widely  usaci  in Europa  leading  to campatici«  tablaa  bain« 

published in UK.       Tha  latest tablas incorporata tha  bast 

faaturae of all   that  have gone bafore. 

Tha siaplaat plans  in  tbaaa tablas  for  batch«« of 2000 itaaa 

raquiras  that saaples  of 125 unita ara salactad and inapactad. 

If  tha accaptabla quality lavai  (AQL)   is 1.5» defactive,   than 

up  to  b dafectivas  ara  parslttad in  tha eaapie without 

rejection.       This  correeponds  to i*,, defective* in  the staple. 

The basic   thinking  behind  theae plana   i«  that no producer can 

afford to have aany of nia coaaignaeata rejected so  that  he is 

econoaically  forcad to work to an agreao or iapoaed AQL.       Taay 

are aoet suitable when Ion« aequencee of batchea of tha saaa 

aatarial  are aubalttad  for sccaptaace.       If the producer 

«uppliee gooda at  tha AQL of 1.» in tais exaaple,   taea he will 

have about one batch in 00 rejectad which la considered 

eatiafactory to both partlea.      On tha other hand,  if he 

presanta an occaaional poor batch with k% defectlvaa,  it will 

atill have a S0% chance of be in« accepted sy tala particular 

plan. 

Snail  firas in developing countriaa have to purchaee goods and 

aaterials.       if the/ require regular aupplias of tha saaa gooda, 

they could use the MIL-STD type of «aapling plan at an agreed 

AQL but they are unlikely to be able to iapo a e adequate 

penalties if bad quality is presented to thea in tha saaa way 

that larga flra« and governaent departaente can.      Tha 
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Dodge-áoaig plans give better protection againat raally bad 

quality but require auch aore inspection.       la either cas«, 

there aust be agreeaent as   to both «aapling  plan and quality 

lavai;     ths aaall  fira can expect  to be at a diead vantage in 

aaklng such agreeaente.      Their  bast protection coaaa iron 

using aatarlal auppliad undar a Certiflcatloa Mark Scheae 

whsrs tha aaapllng of tha  product and axaaination of rout la« 

quality aaaauraaants ia tha raaponslbility of  tha National 

Standards Institution.      This is discussad in Saction 10. 

Tha probi ana ara aubatantialiy tha aaaa «ban aaall   firas 

supply tha goods thay have aada.      Certainly  thay should not 

raly upoa aaapling plana for quality aasuraacs.       This vili 

coa«  froa tha propar uaa of control Charta durlag Manufactura. 

Thaaa vili giva tha quality  lavala which thay  know   thay can 

achiava conaistsntly to fora tha  basis of aay  aaapling plan 

which thair cuatoaars iatand to usa.      Control charts also 

giva avidanca of quality for official Certification Mark 

Schaaaa and in diaputaa with cuatoaars. 

8.2    Convoi ÇJHtfïf 

Thaaa ars uaad  to giva aya tama tic aonitorlng  of tha quality of 

tha product during aanufactura.       Thay usually raquire that 

aaaplaa are takan froa tha procass and inspected but can be 

usad with 100% inspection if desired.       In either case,  the 

iteaa are inspected to decide whether the process ia working 

noraally or not.      The deciaion will be the baat on the 

available evidence but there can be no absolute guarantee that 

it ia correct.       The procaaa will produce soma eatisfactory 
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ltaana »a«a it i« o«t ot adja«t«a«t «ad •mtw—lj, it will 

produca ltaaa of doubtful a.«allty «Ura it la o gratia* 

PWt9C%lj, 

Taara ara rulaa  for dacidinf »hathar ta« procaaa ahould ba 

allowad to contiaut ruaalac or «hathar « tachnlcal changa la 

aac«««ary to raator« aoraal oparating coadltloaa.      Thaaa rala« 

dapaad upon tha valuaa of coatrol  llalta aad ara caoaaa ao 

that  taa procaaa »ill  •••• a loaf uaiatarruptad ma »ata it la 

•orklag aoreally  but any changa fro« ataadard oparatlag 

condition« allí  ba da tac tad la a alala»« of tima.      Thaaa 

oaJ«ctivaa coaflict with oaa aaoth«r aad «aphasia la uaually 

placad oa a loa« ma whaa coadltloaa ar« aoraal.     Dataetloa of 

dia turbad coadltloaa dapaada upon tat aaa bar of ltaaa laapactad 

aad  tha typa of coatrol chart.      Vary a la pit aathoda caa a« 

•aad if thara la alga coafldaaca that aoraal tackalcal op«r«tlaf 

coadltloaa aill ba aalaUiaad,  but «ora eoaplax aathoda ar« 

ra«ulrad or lllca m9 iM1#ctlom xt Ula C01fid«aca doaa «ot 

axlat. 

Tbl« caa ba 11 lúa tratad by «a axaapla of taa alaplaat kind of 

coatrol chart.      Sa api «a of 20 ltaaa ara takaa fro« tht procaaa 

vale« la know* to produca 2# dafactivaa la tha loa« rua whan 

proparly adjuatad.      Tha control chart 1« baaad oa tha auabar 

of d«factiTaa fouad In tha aaaplaa and it la claar that aoat 

aaapl«« will contain 0 or 1 dafactlva (about 9k% of thaa).       It 

would ba poaaibla to a«t tha control liait at 2 dafactiva« whoa 

tha procaaa would only rua for about 17 aaaplaa without 

«naacaaaary and datrlaantal «djuataant.      A hi«har valva for tha 
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control liait would be better and it  could be 3 when the 

«••rag« run length  (AÄL) would be 140 for standard quality or 

h with an ARL of 1600.      When technical control ia loet,  it 

will ba auttMd that tha defectlvee  increase to 10* and  the ARL 

for a control liait of 3 »ill than ba 3.1.      Tha ARL la 7.5 if 

tha control Halt la aet at k. 

If tachalcal control la uaually a« la tala ad  for long par loan,  an 

arara«« vait of 7.5 aaaplaa to datact  taa change la not very 

Important and it la preferable to aat  the control liait at k. 

On tha other hand if quality deteriorate»  frequenti/,  nay oaca 

par weak or «or»,   then tha control Hait la better eet at 3. 

Ia either caae,  tha tiae to datact tha chaage can be reduced by 

»ore frequent saapllnf and this aay be tha beet aethod la 

developing coaatrlaa with a tarpine of labour. 

Tale probità becoevea acre acate whea higher quality la aeaaaaarj 

aad ia nomally obtained.      If the a tannar d quality la 0.2% 

defective« aad it la dealrad to detect a change to 1% 

da fee tire«,  then the aaaplaa ehotild he tan tinea ta« aise, vit 

200 iteaa,  for the aaaa eeaeitiwlty.       Tuie ia not of tea 

practicable ao aore  frequent aaaplaa are taken aad it etili 

take« a long tiae to detect the required change when it oc cure. 

The reaaon for thia poor aenaitlTlty la the anali aaottat of 

lnforaation contained in the knowledge that an itea doea or 

does not aatlafy aoae requlreeent.      Thia la all that la 

poasible with true attribute« auch aa  leaking bucket« or 

correct colour«.      However quality ia often deteralaed by 

counting defectlvea for simplicity whan it would be poeelble to 
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aaaaure actual valuea of quality caaracteriatice.      Tha 

additional inforaation contained in actual  •aaaureaeata can 

giva auch isprovad aeneitivity   by uaing control Charta  for 

variables.      Tha atandard   typa  of chart aaauaea  that all  tha 

proceas  Variation occura  » i thin  tha aaaplaa.        Tala la not 

neceeaarily  trua and   thaea   control Charta will not alfaya fork 

without  modifications which ara  not explained  la atandard 

quality  control bojka.       Unfortunataly  tr*aa>   difficultiee ara 

•ora likely to occur with   tha aiapler  technolo»*iec available 

in developing  countnee.        However tha aiaplar nuaber defective 

chart with its  liaitad eensitivity wil* alwaya work. 

Thara ia  no doubt that battar control la obtainable with 

properly  designad meaeurenent charte which  take account of all 

the variability la the ayataa due to eachine,   aaterial and aea. 

This requires akilled atatiatical knowledge  which ahould be aade 

available to anali firma oa a aubeldiaed coaaultatlve baaia. 

Once auch a chart la aet up,  it  looka juet tha aaaa aa aay 

other aaan and rung a control chart and worka  ia exactly tha aaaa 

way. 

Tha choice then coaea  to a a aal 1er aaount of  more akilled 

inspection by neaaureaent,   together with eoa a  aiaple 

calculationa,   or «ore inspection by attributaa without aay 

calculatione.       There ia little difference in operation or 

routine interpretation of  the charte.      However tha foraer 

requires aore knowledge to set up and tha charte can be uaed to 

provide aore inforoation for quality développant later. 

Thare la an interaediate typa of chert which was developed ia 
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19J*¿ but, after an initial surge of  aathualasa,  tías had 

limitad application.       This le  tha  Goaprea^ed Limit method 

which  can  be uaad  instaad of control   by  variables.       In effect, 

it requirea  that   th« itaaa in  tha aaaplee  art gauged   to  limita 

which ara  etrictar than  th« apaciflcation.       Ih« valúas  of 

th«aa  coapreased   llaite ar« computad   froa t'i« proceet» 

variability  and   th«y ara used  only   to dacid« «nether  technical 

operating  conditiona ara aaintainau   or not.      thay ahould  B> vtr 

b« uaad to  aatlaat« product quality   wmn  tecunical control   haa 

•lippad.       UaeJ  in th« ri^ht  context,  f,au#,infe ot   / ite«*,   to 

optiaua coapreeaed  liait« «ill   b« about as ««naitive  to changea 

as actual naaauraa«nta of 5 itaaa whereae  100 or aor« would 

hat«   to ba  gauged  to apaciflcation   liai ta   for high quality 

products.       Although approxiaat«  foraulaa art given in 

publiahad  tabiea,   coapreeaed  limita   really r«quir« sosia 

atatiatical  «kill   for efficient uaa. 

Many  additional  rules hat» baaa propoaed  to increase  tha 

aenaltivlty  of control Charta at tha axpanae of simplicity. 

The aiaplaat is  to add Warning Liai ta between the central   Una 

and control liait which then becoaaa an Action Liait.       Tha 

occurrence of two aucceesive aaaplaa on or beyond the warnlag 

liait is ragardad as being équivalant to a single saaple 

reault violating  the action liait.       Soaatimea the rulaa 

require that a aacond aaaple ia taken laaediately whan ona 

reachaa tha warning liait.      Applying either set of rulaa will 

certainly datect a change with leae  inapaction but thay alao 

reduca tha AM. whan standard quality ie maintained.       ho 

allowance la nada for this undesirable reduction in publiahad 
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•ça«**, bat, if it »•!••, varalaf limit« vovUi «till sao« MM 

ua«ful iaprot.a.nt ia ••»•itinty. 

Alt.rnatlv« rul««  aav«  b... propo««« «Hie« caa b« u««4 aa «.u 

••,   or ln«t..4 of.  «ar«la< liait«.       TU««« r«lat« to ran« of 

9 or 10 «UCC.MíV« poiat« oa th. .«a. ,n« of ta« e.atrai 11a« 

of a caart or a tr«n4  of 9 or 10 .ucc«.«lr. poiat« all of «kick 

ar« bif..r (or low.r)   ta«« ta« pr.c«dlM  polat.      Ta««« ral«, 

corr.ctly laalcat« tàat a eaaa«. la t«eaaleal oparatlag 

coaditioa« aa« occ«rr«4  but iat.rpr.tatio« «7 aa«kill«4 

p.r.ona.l mmj b. •ial««i«liif.      Ti«7 aaoul4  b« «««4 «ita ear« «7 

«•all   flra» or uad«r «apart «uiiaac«. 

So«««aat b.tt.r r««wlt« ar« ««tala«« if «arala« liait« ar« 

•odifi«« «o «« to «ppij  t« ta« aw«*« «f %«« flM««a«l«« p«lat« 

la.t.ad of coaparl«« «ack polat ««pafatalj MtlMt a liait. 

Coaal4or «a «aaapl« ia »kick th« o.j.ctir« .«aa 1« 100 «ltà ta« 

«»por aetloa liait at 130.      Ta«« ta« or 41 aar y «araiaf liait 

•oui«  •« «t 120.      Ta« «KXiflad WÊnlaê Haut for tk« «r.ra«. 

of two •ttcc.lv. polat« *o«14 ». in».       It eaa ». «kova tàat 

•    Ta««« «r«  »3-ti««a-  «»4 ^-«ifa«' li.it«  for ia«ÌTlé««l« 

to««tk«r nth '3-aig««'  for tk. «Ma of t«o it«««. 

If th«  tra« MM lacr.a««« «BOY. 100,   tk«a  ta« a*«ra*« of two 

•ucc«««i*. «MpiM i« «ort iik«ijr to r.aca 121 taaa bot« of 

ta«« r.acilaf 120. 

Th« uà« of varalaf liait« for t.o MCC«.«1T« .«.pi«. c«a b« 

•xt.nd«d to tar«« or «or« «tapi«, with l»j>roY«4 ««aaltlTlty a« 

th« nu«b.r of «aaplo« i« iacr«aa«a.      How«T«r th« chart aooa 
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bacoataa »ary complicated and  thera la ao racord of anybody 

ualng sor«  thaa taxât paira of control liait«. 

Duriaf racant y#ara anothar tachalqua haa coa« into uaa which, 

daaplt« ita aathaaatlcal origina,   le aaeantially a  control 

chart »ith an adjuatabla auab«r  of   thcaa aodifiad warning 

Halt« to giva aaxlaua eanaitlrity  to changa.       A« each new 

•«•pia ia obtaiaad it la coaparad agalaat a Halt »hila at  th« 

aaaa  tiaa,   it ia combined »ith the ¿aaediataly  preceding 1,  ¿, 

3,  k  ..   ate.  aaapla raaulte and  coaparad againat  appropriata 

liai ta.       Thia glvea tha Boat  eenaltive etatiitic*1  coatrol 

avallatola aad a elapllfled »arelo« of taxa techaique  can be 

"••d  ay tiaaallied peraoaael la aaall  firaa area «ith aaall 

acala productioa. 

Tha tachalqua la aoat varcatila aad caa be need  for coatrol  by 

attrlbtitea or variable* with any aaapla alza «ad any  attaaary 

aeaaare aad it caa ee apilad  to aay aaqtieac« of aaaplaa.      It 

la callad  tha Caaalative iaa Chart,   eoareniantiy abbreviated to 

Cwaaa Chart,  aad aa ita aaaa iapllaa it requlree  that  tha 

cuaulative aua of tha deviatloae of tha coatrol atatlatic 

(auawaary aaaaura) above a pradatarmlaad lafaraac« Vaia« ha 

fora«d aftar aach aaapla rasai t becoaaa aval la hi a aad coaparad 

afainat a alad of coatrol liait callad a Dae la i on Iat«rval. 

Thia coatinuaa uatil althar ta« cuaaa hacoaaa «aro or naga ti va 

»han it ia deduced that tha procaaa la working aoraally or It 

raachaa or exceeda tha daciaioa laterval which la tak«n aa 

aufficiant evidence that tachaloal operating condition« hará 

chaaged.»      Tha cueua «aa atart at «ay aaapla aad ta« re ara 
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*    When woreenea quality gives a decrease in the value  of  the 

control statistic,   the decision interval will be negative and 

the  procees is considered to be working normally as long as 

the cusum is positive. 

very  simple rules  to decide optimum starting points. 

The characteristics  of any cusum plan are determined completely 

by  the  two parameters,  reference value and decision interval, 

once  the sample size and control statistic have been decided. 

These are chosen so  that there is a large AJ3L when conditions 

are normal and a small AriL when they have changed by an 

undesirable amount.       Many papers and some books containing 

tables and nomograms have been published to enable suitable 

plans  to be designed  for any particular situation.      There are 

some points of particular interest to small  firms which will b« 

elaborated here.       These lead to definite recommendations of 

cusum plans which can  be used by such  firms. 

A very valuable property of cusum schemes for variables is  that 

their sensitivity is  almost independent of sample size.       This 

means   that if samples  of 5 items are used to give an ARL of i+00 

at standard quality   falling to 3 at resectable quality,  samples 

of one could be used instead with suitable changes of parameter 

to give an AkL oí  2000 at standard quality when the Ai<L at 

resectable quality will be almost exactly ly.      The number 

inspected i6 the same  for the same sensitivity of control.       A 

cueum plan should therefore use the natural sample size and in 

small industries this is nearly always one.      The actual 
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given by   the purchassr coaplete with eaaplinfc  frequencies «ad 

control limits.       Thsse are not always successful 1B   ta« saall 

firm with  lees skilled labour  and supervision.       The 

difficulties which occur  froa  tiae  to tiae are best  resoivtd by 

visits  fro» officers of  the large plant. 

9.^    National Standards Institution« 

A National  Standard  la a specification  for t  product or 

aaterlal agreed  by a coaaittee representing aaau facturar a aad 

users with  lapartial aeabera  noainated by   governaent  departiente, 

univereities,  etc.       It will represent a quality levai  «men 

can be achieved by nearly all  reputable aaaufacturera.        the 

National Standards Institution provides  facilities for  coaaittee 

Meetings ana the secretariat. 

national Standarde for Materials «ill uaually Include  teat 

procedures  together with required liaita  for coaeliaace.      any 

saall  flra purchasing aateriala to such a National Staaaard will 

know the worst quality It expacta to obtain aad cam arrange Ita 

aanufacturing processes to aake the best uae of sveli quality. 

Howsver saall firas aay hot nave the facilities to par fora 

the specified tests in which caae they will not have the saae 

guarantee  that the aaterlal anpplled trulj coaforsa.       T»e 

actual quality supplied will aot be alterad by the uaar'a 

failure to perfora the recoaataadad testal 

This difficulty haa basa recogalaed la several couatrlaa ovar 

aany y ear a and a aolutloa obtaiaed ay • Cartificatioa Mark 

Scheae »hereby the Natioaal St aad arde Itatitetloa eaaraa 
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raspoaalbiilty for tha quality of 'cvrtifiad aatarial*.  Taia 

achaaa i« full/ diacueaad la tha following avction.  Saall 

firae should always aal* for cartifiad aatarial if it is 

avaiJabla. 

National Standard« for producta art aoaavhat aiallar but thay 

raquira parforaaaca apvcificatioaa aa vail aa diaanaional 

accuracy.  Thay alao includa ainiaua lift raquiraaanta for 

coaauaabl« products such aa alactrie laapa.  Lifa taste can 

oaly ba carriad out oa aaaplva which ara alwaya too aaall to 

datact aaall datarloratloaa ia quality, particularly ay tha 

uaar.  Tha aaaufacturar will haw othar background 

iaforaatioa.  Again conauaar protaction ia bast obtainad by 

tha Cartification Mara Schaaa. 

Tha raaainlng Watioaal Standaraa apply to aoaaaclatura, taat 

procaauras including quality control aad ataadardlaatioa of 

alzas auch aa aerava, fericka, ate.  Thaaa caá próvida tha 

baaia for coaaarcial coatracts and aaall flraa eaa aaaily taka 

advantaga of tha facilitiaa oaca thay kaow taat thay axlat. 

Thay ahould certainly purehaaa all Natioaal Standarda rvlvwaat 

to thair own aanufactura (for aatarlala and producta) to kaov 

vhat can ba axpactad vlth good coaaarcial practica la taalr 

ovn country.  Quality atudlaa uadartakaa aa la pratioua 

aactiona vili than indicata ho* thay vili aa abla to faca taalr 

coapatitora.  Iaprovvd quality auat rvault froa all flJ 

doing thalr baat. 
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10    Certification 

In it« simplest sense,   quality certification consists of the 

producer sending a record of his final inspection results to 

his customer with the batch to which the certification relates. 

This would be part of the purchasing agreement and would 

include all  the test procedures and the sampling plan used for 

the final inspection.       The producer can scarcely dispatch any 

batch which fails to satisfy the required conditions unless he 

falsifies his report.       The consumer will require some safe- 

guard against such a possibility and he would reserve the right 

to carry out verifying tests on any batch.      He is not 

restricted to using the same sampling plan for this purpose. 

These certification plans are very suitable when there is 

regular production and delivery of the same goods providing 

that no disputes occur as to the quality of any batch.      If any 

such disputes should occur,   they reduce the confidence in all 

the other batches which have been accepted recently.      There 

can never be any great confidence in the quality of an isolated 

batch without support fro« other evidence.      This could cose 

from complet« inspection,  which would have to be dons by the 

consumar, but maximum confldsnce comas from ths integrity of the 

supplier. 

In fact, ths consumer wishes to savs the trouble and expense of 

goods Inwards inspection and he would like to think that all 

batches presented to hi« vili be free of all defectives.      In 

practice, there will bs some agreed maximum proportion of 

defectives and ths sampling plan should reflect this acceptable 
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quality level (AQL).  However some batches of AQL will still 

be rejected by the producer by the chance of selection of the 

sample.  He will salvage what he can of the batch by 10OÓ 

sorting and sometimes he will find the rejection is not 

justified.  This should not occur frequently as it increases 

costs which the consumer will have to bear in the long run. 

A small firm is more likely to be the producer in this kind of 

certification plan rather than the consumer and he will have to 

accept an imposed AQL.  This will probably be obtained from 

the international sampling plan - ABCA-AHMY-STD-105A - but more 

commonly known as KIL-STD-105D.  Some account of this was 

given in Section 3.1.  Experience, even in the largo plants of 

industrialised countries, has shown that the required AQL, 

imposed by state industries and ministries, is only satisfied 

economically if an efficient quality control scheme is in 

operation.  The rapid expansion of quality control methods in 

USA during the decade following the war has been largely 

attributed to the public sector's insistence of purchasing to 

MIL-STD-I05.  Small firms have a lesson to learn from this 

background but they obtain little assistance from certification 

plans when they have to provide the quality certificate. 

The other aspect of certification occurs when the small firm 

purchases its requirements which will be called material.  It 

will not be strong enough by itself to insist on the supplier 

giving quality records relating to the actual batch.  This is 

not eo important as long as all batches are of substantially 

the same and acceptable quality.  The small firm Is not in any 
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position either  to ineist upon this or  to verify it.       It is 

here that the Certification hark Scheme mentioned in  the 

preceding section gives the necessary protection and assistance. 

In many countries  the National Standards Institution owns a 

registered Trade hark which it is  prepared to license to 

manufacturers who are able  to satisfy  it  that  they  consistently 

supply goods to  the  appropriate national Standard -  say v.S 123. 

The goods and containers can then carry  a stamp with  the 

registered Trade hark "NS 123" in some distinctive  deuiun. 

Such a licence gives  a guarantee  of quality  for the whole 

product not merely the items or  test pieces which have been 

inspected.      The responsibility   for maintaining the  guarantee 

is  shared between the manufacturer and the National Standards 

Institution (NSI)  but it does not imply  that there will never 

be  an item which does  not comply with NS 123«       It  is unusual 

for any National Standard to specify the actual quality 

directly.      It does give rules for acceptance from which it is 

possible to compute  the quality level which will almost 

certainly lead to acceptance.      The occasional defective will 

occur and any replacement will be subject to normal 

commercial practice.       The Certification Mark Scheme would be 

stronger if it specified the compensation to be ¿iven for an 

occasional defective. 

It must be emphasised that the Certification Mark Scheme is 

much stronger than the National Standard by itself.       For 

example,  a typical acceptance clause may read: 

"Take a sample of 3 pieces and test them in 
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accordance with clause k.      Accept the 

consignment as conforming to  the Standard if 

all 3 pieces satisfy the requirements of 

clause 4.       Reject the consignment as net 

conforming to  the Standard if 2 or 3 pieces 

fail to satisfy the requirements of clause k» 

If there i6 one piece which fails to satisfy 

these requirements,  take another sample of 3 

pieces  for a further test.       The consignment 

will then be accepted as conforming to  the 

Standard if all 3 pieces satisfy the 

requirements of clause k but will be rejected 

if one or more pieces fail to satisfy these 

requirements." 

It can be shown that there is at least a 99# chance of 

accepting a consignment with less than 3% defectives but a 

batch with 30% defectives will still have almost exactly an 

even chance of acceptance. 

A scrupulously honest firm will only claim compliance with such 

a Standard if it is able to work consistently with less than "% 

defectives.      However, some firms lacking in technical ability 

will not be able to produce goods to such high quality and 

their samples will still satisfy the acceptance clause on some 

occasions but not always.      This will occur merely by the chañes 

of selection of the samples even when the true quality of a 

number of consignments remains constant.      Such a firm can 

Justly claim to have complied with the Standard on these 
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fortunate occasions although the consumer does not obtain 

better quality.       This  is certainly not the spirit of a 

National Standard.       The Certification Mark Scheme  provides 

protection to  che consumer even when he has no testing 

facilities riiaeei-.        It also has the effect of safeguarding 

the better fi rae against unfair competition from others who are 

not always supplying  goods satisfying  the Standard. 

The NSI has three main responsibilities in the issuing of a 

licence to use the Trade Mark in connection with its 

Certification Mark Scheme.      They must be satisfied that: 

1 the firm has adequate facilities to test 

whether the product is in conformity with 

the Standard, 

2 it makes routine tests on the product which 

are kept in a proper manner and are 

available  for inspection by the NSI, 

3 these records truly represent the quality 

which th«  firm is supplying. 

The first two of these conditions must be satisfied before the 

licence is issued and the firm is at liberty to propose any 

method of maintaining its routine records as long as the NSI 

is satisfied that th« quality of the product can be deduced 

from these records. 

The continuance of th« licence requires the third condition to 

be satisfied as well.      This truly involves a higher level of 

quality than that corresponding to NS 123 because the NSI will 

take samples of th«  firm's products either from its warehouse 
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or   purchases on  the open market.       Thet;e samples will  then be 

measured by a tostine  authority or  by  the NSI's  own laboratory 

if   it has suitable   facilities.       it  is   then not sufficient  thit 

the  saraile resulte are acceptable   to  the Standard;     it is also 

necessa y that  they  arc in agreement with the routine   test 

fi ,ures supplied  by  the  firm.      This  can be clarified by an 

exemple. 

The  tensile strength  of test pieces made from a particular 

grade of phenolic  moulding powder are required  to have an 

avara^e value of 7500 lb/sq in.   in  the long run v.nile  the 

average value  for  the  three test  pieces made from a single 

batch of powder must  exceed 6500 lb/sq in.      Koutine   factory 

records will show values in excess  of 6500 and  they  may well 

cover a range  from 7^00 to Ö200.        If  the testing authority 

obtains a value  oí  7200,  such a result would satisfy   the 

acceptance clause of   the standard  but it could not  be 

considered as bein^  in agreement with the firm's official 

recoruc.      The KSI  would then have   the right to withdraw  the 

licence  to operate  the Certification hark because  there can b§ 

no  reliance in the  figures quoted  by  the firm.       Furtner no 

testing authority can ever carry  out sufficient  tests  to 

guarantee the quality  of a product if it does not believe,  in 

advance,   that the  firm supplying  the product will always 

maintain the quality.       Withdrawal  of a licence should be a 

very rare occurrence  but it should  be given maximum publicity 

when it does happen.       It should  only be re-issued after the 

manufacturer has  proved that the  quality of his product is 

definitely superior  to that required by the Standard. 
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It is obvious that it is in the  firm's best interests to present 

reliable  figures  to the NSI  on all occasions  and it should 

never claim  to supply a better  quality than  it  is,   in fact, 

supplying.       It may be added  that it is very  difficult to "cook" 

the reti ulte in such a way  that  a professional   industrial 

statistician will be misled. 

The best method by which the manufacturer can maintain routine 

quality recorde is the quality  control chart.        These can 

establish levels of quality throughout the manufacturing 

processes in addition to the Factory Quality Standard for the 

final product.       This will demonstrate that  the  firm is capable 

of making the product in conformity with No 123 which is strong 

supporting evidence when making application  for a Certification 

Mark licence. 

There is still one difficulty which must be resolved before the 

Certification Mark Scheme can operate to everybody's 

satisfaction.       No matter how careful they are  in the 

manufacturing unit,  there will  be rare occasions when quality 

deteriorates.       This will be shown up on the quality control 

chart and suitable technical action will be taken to restore 

normal operating conditions.       However some items of poor 

quality will have been made and it is important that these do 

not get into the main stream of proper quality  production. 

Disposal of suspect work is Important in any certification 

scheme.      The most satisfactory method is complete ségrégation 

to be sold later down graded as "not certified" or "seconds" 

possibly at reduced prices. 
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any small  firm can insist upon purchasing only certified 

materials when  it ie available in its own country.       The cost 

should be no    higher  for certification and it does give an 

assurance  that  the quality is in conformance with the National 

Standard.       No  licensee can afford  to take the risk of losing 

his licence  in a properly operated scheme. 

Certification schemes are not confined to National Standards 

Institutions;     some are operated by consumer associations. 

These may give a certificate of the actual values they have 

obtained after testing open market purchases but the numbers 

involved are too small to give a fair representation of the 

whole of a manufacturer's production.      Nevertheless these 

reports are widely read and the general public places a great 

deal of reliance in their unbiassed tests.      They provide a 

strong incentive  for any firm to present better quality to the 

public to increase sales.      These associations may also 

initiate propaganda for higher quality than has been agreed by 

the HSI committee.      This higher quality will be obtained on 

some occasions because factory standards are generally better 

than national standards but it cannot be guaranteed without 

changed methods and increased costs. 

Consumer associations also look into the reliability and 

performance of products over the whole of a normal life.      This 

will include the frequency and cost of maintenance and repair 

with the ease of obtaining any necessary spares and consumable 

parts.     Again the numbers involved cannot be large enough to 

give accurate estimates of product reliability although 
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differences between competing brands may be well established. 

They may invite the general public to contribute their own 

experiences of these products but these comments will be 

largely subjective. 

The range of activities of some consumer associations is even 

wider than that of the corresponding national standards 

institution.  They can extend from simple objects and materials 

like tennis balls and soap powders to complex products like 

automobiles.  They also devise their own performance tests to 

assess quality which are used in addition to those given in 

national standards. 

The least attractive part of their activities is the suggestion 

in many reports that quality problems can be solved by more 

final inspection.  This is in direct conflict with the old 

cliche "You cannot inspect quality into a product unless it is 

already built into it".  Nevertheless it is fair comment that 

if a defective is found in a market purchase of ten items, the 

product as a whole will almost certainly contain at least 0.5# 

defectives and probably many more.  On the other hand, they 

serve a very useful purpose in drawing attention to design 

features, both good and bad, which can be expected to be 

repeated throughout the whole of the product. 

Another kind of certification has existed in industrialised 

countries for many years.  There has been legal requirement 

that pharmaceutical products should have their composition 

stated on the labels of the containers.  The objective has 

been the protection of public health and some countries no« 
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require that similar measures  are taken for manufactured food« 

aapecially  those which «ill be) exported. 

Export certification haB become a legal requirement in some 

developin0  countries in recent  years.       It ie realised that the 

standard of living of the nation is greatly affected by its 

export performance which in turn depends upon the customers' 

confidence  thau quality will  be  maintained.       It is particularly 

neceseary that non-traditional  exports,  such as engineering 

products  from Africa and Asia,   should be of adequate quality to 

sell in competition with similar goods made in Europe.      Any 

industry ie at liberty to propose a procedure which will give 

the Export Certificate of Quality and the simplest schemes make 

use of MIL-STD-105D for producte made in batches of 500 or more. 

These will cover most esali industries who are encouraged to 

improve their quality performance above the AQL imposed by the 

ministry to obtain an export certificate. 



11    Coattlubloaa 

Thi« paper has reviewed tù« valu« of iapruvin«; product quality 

and  th« aethoda which art available  to saall  industrias ia 

developing countries  to achieve   this objective. 

Th«  first step  aust  b« to parsuad«  th« proprietors ana Mu^n 

of aaall  businasa««  that th«ir  bast int«r«sts  ar« eerveu  by 

i»prov«d efficiency.      This  is  accepted fairly  readily ana  th«y 

aust ••« greater  fiaancial  rewarda fro« th« chao«««  th«y ar« 

asked to aake.       It is aot at all obvious that iaprov«d 

quality will accomplish this.       Th« traditional outlook ia that 

quality ia aaaociated with mspectioa «hich ia a n«««ssary but 

und«sir«bl« ov«rh«ad cost.       They understand  that ¿reater 

rewarda «ill coa« fro« incr«aa«d  output and th«y b«li«v«  this 

conflicts with  improved qu«iity. 

They aust b« p«rauad«d that   thla  conflict doas not «xist in a 

wall run fir« and t*   t quality coa tro I is concerned with •aitine 

th« baat usa of all r«sourc«s.      Tb«r« ar« situations «bara 

current resourcaa should be r«-deployed with a aaall lnveata«nt 

in quality control to reduce bota ecrap and rectification. 

Tbl« any entail  en«a<inf aore staff, purchasing aaaaurin« 

équipaient and «wen •nployia* consultants to eatabllab a slaple 

aystea.      Tbla latter couree a bou Id be aubalálaed in n 

developing country.      The baat propaganda will  be eappUea by 

th« aana<eaeat of other saall firn» who have aaova substantial 

profita by tacalln« their quality probleas. 

OMO there baa baea aseeptaaee Unat quality afcoulé ha aeaaured 
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for an extended  period,   it will be obvious  that any sethoi of 

control  Bust   laprove quality.       Th.se «ethods  have been 

discussed  in  Section o.¿ and «Up  by  step procedures .r. given 

in  the appendices   for  the  Riwplest  of  then.       These «ill   be 

found   to  be  very  useful   for   those processes which coaa  close to 

satisfying  product specifications whan working  ai well  as 

possible.       They  can be expected  to reduce defective*  by  20% 

or aore even wuen  operated   by unskilled personnel  in saall 

industries of developing  countries.       Iaprovea.nts of thia  order 

of  aagnitude aay or aay not  be really useful  to an individual 

fira but  they  can  be repeated o/er aoet of a country with 

little concentrated effort.       The total effect will be vary 

considerable. 

Very aany   firaa would benefit by using aore advanced quality 

control  techniques but it la iaposaibl* to generalise aa  to how 

great any iaproveaent will   be.      Each  project  has  to be  Judged 

on its own aerits.      Sow« iaproveaents will be nagligible «hile 

the optiaua scheae in othera could ha k or 5 tiaaa as good aa 

tha general purpoae plan.       Certainly all control Charta 

should  be scrutinised occaalonally  by a aore akilled quality 

control officer.      He ia likely to ha a local graduate «ho haa 

bean trained  to a higher level by viaiting exparta.      Ha should 

than be able to design a hatter scheae which can ha understood 

and operated by the factory personnel without hla eupervisloa. 

It need not be the abaolat« optiaua but it amai «awe »ore thaa 

It costa. 

Major quality iaproveaaata. «»Ich will aake a aigaificaat 
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contribution to raisin« the standard of living,  will only com* 

if a ganuine demand for it is created  ovar the whole 

population.       This depends upon a  full  programme  of education 

and all  developing countries are  trying  to achieve   this.       it 

ia a alow  process and international agencies can help 

particularly in training  to  build on  the education already 

obtained  locally or in industrialised countries.       ultimately 

training  for  the mass of the population must be given by 

indigenous personnel and first it is n.cesaary to  create these 

trainers.      They will normally be local graduates who are 

selected to work with visiting exparts. 

The quality control pioneers in USA and UK were not statisticians. 

They were engineers,  scientists and technologists who found 

that they could understand and solve their technical problems 

by the application of statistical sethoda to their observations. 

It was natural that eiailarly educated paople should be given 

the initial  training in statistical quality control   (SQC)  in 

developing countries.      This was not found to be so successful 

in India where the aaxlsua quality control effort haul been and« 

among these countriea.      although «any of then attended the 

first group of training courses given by UH experts with the 

object of creating "teacher-trainee««, no engineer or acientiat 

••• found to be both suitable and willing to undertake this 

work. 

vl 

A neJor reason was that engineers, scientists and technologists 

••re off erad such higher salaries la tksir own subject, than in 

»V.      Furtksr there are excellent training facilities for 
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statisticians in India but insufficient employment 

opportunities.       The large  proportion of quality control 

engineers  there have had  their basic  training in statistics 

mostly with Master's degrees.       The few engineers and 

scientists who have made a  career in SQC have been out- 

standingly successful.       It would appear  that most of  the 

trained engineers in developing countries serve their  n^rion 

best by working in engineering although they would be better 

engineers with an understanding of SQC.       Experience shows  that 

there is no great difficulty  for them in learning sufficient 

statistics once they are convinced that SQC is a valuable 

technique.       Similarly a statistician who works in a particular 

industry will have no great difficulty in learning sufficient 

of this industry to make useful quality control applications 

but he will require much deeper training to make a contribution 

to  the very large number of small industries in developing 

countries. 

The initial objective of any internationally sponsored  training 

programme will be the creation of the necessary indigenous 

trainers.       It is proposed that this should be carried out by a 

team of j or k visiting experts whose total experience would 

cover a wide range of industries of all sizes.     They will give 

a two week introductory course covering the simple techniques 

described briefly in Sections 8.1 and 8.2.      Although this will 

make use of modern teaching aids to simulate industrial sampling, 

no course on a practical subject like quality control can truly 

succeed without laboratory work.      Here the ideal laboratory is 

the factory  floor so it is proposed that the initial 
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theoretical instruction is  followed  immediately by 3 or If 

weeks investigations and applications in a \ariety  of 

industries.       The students will be  encouraged to work on these 

projects  by  themselves but  they will  be supervised  by  the 

experts.        They will reassemble  for  another week or more after 

this practical period to report back  to the whole group.       The 

discussions which will ensue should  consolidate their learning 

and indicate what their next steps should be.      It ie not 

proposed  that they should study the subject in greater depth at 

this stage of their development. 

Some of the students will have had industrial experience before 

attending the course and may have been well established in 

their particular company. Their project work should take 

place in their own factory and the success they achieve at 

these early stages given the widest publicity to encourage 

others especially the smaller industries. These students are 

unlikely  to become the  future trainers. 

Other students will be graduates in any discipline with little 

or no industrial experience.      A scientific or statistical 

background is preferable.      Their projects will be their first 

industrial  contacts and they should continue similar work after 

the reunion period to enlarge their experience.      Obviously 

they must be supported by some public agency to enable them to 

do so.       This will be justified if it is intended that they 

should become the future trainers. 

The whole  of this initial program«« would be completed in about 

two months after which the team could move to an adjoining 

I 
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centre which sight be a neighbouring country where they would 

repeat  tne  programme.       It  would be desirable   for one member of 

the te¿im to  stay at the original centre  or  to adjust hie work 

allocation  so   that he iß  available to return   there.       he 

wjulu  continue  to  advise   the   potential   trainers  and  work with 

them in organising their  own   first training  course  involving 

the simplest   techniques.       He  should act as Course Chairman  for 

its presentation with a minimum of direct  participation  but 

plenty oí   discussions with   the  trainee lecturexs at  the  end of 

each day.       He should sum up   the course at  the end and 

encourage  the delegates  to   try to make some simple applications. 

At this stage,   the course  might only cover  a period of one week 

concentrating  on simple sampling plans and  tne general purpose 

control charts given in the  appendices.       These would be 

equally useful   to small and   large industries. 

Further quality improvements would come  from the tighter control 

of more sophisticated schemes.       It will  take some tine before 

the trainers  learn how to  use  statistical methods to design 

suitable schemes which take  account of all  the technical 

factors involved.      This can only come from experience and any 

technical assistance expert will ensure that the experience is 

directed into  the most appropriate channels. 

This method of international assistance was used as a first step 

in India but  the country is   too large for it to have succeeded 

without further assistance.       This took the form of longer 

tours of duty by several international experts covering a total 

of 13 expert-years.     The quality control programme there has 
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concentrated on establishing a group of SQC Units in eight 

major cities.      They give a subsidised consultative service to 

industry and have a major objective  of training  their own staff 

by practical  example.       Originally each Unit was under the 

technical leadership of an international expert with a email 

staff of statisticians who had attended the initial course 

given by the UN team.       These men have now acquired sufficient 

skill and experience to run all the Units themselves and train 

their junior staff also by practical example.       They all offer 

short courses for industry to supplement their consultancy and 

most client firms take advantage of these. 

This kind of programme would be suitable for other developing 

countries with good facilities for basic teaching of statis- 

tics.       It need not be as large and one or two expert-years 

would suffice for most countries.      The first impact would 

improve quality in the larger industries but it would achieve 

the primary objective of training quality control engineers 

without whom no long term quality programme can be truly 

effective. 

It is difficult to quantify the quality improvement which will 

be obtained by following the proposals contained in this 

report.      However it is possible to visualise an Index which 

measures overall quality on a scale between 0 and 100. 

Perfection would be represented by 100 and must be regarded am 

being unattainable without enormous expense quite outside the 

scope of any firm in a developing country.      There can be 

little meaning attached to an Index of 0 but current quality 

:; 
1 il 
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•ay have an Index of 20.       Then the various steps can be 

expected to increase this as in the  following table. 

steP Action Index 

1 Initial value 20 

2 Establish specification and provide 

good working  conditions 25 

j> Provide facilities for operators to 

verify quality they have made ¿o 

if Make use of National standards, 

Certified material and laboratory 

testing facilities ¿tO 

5 Use of simple general purpose Quality 

Control plans ¿Q 

6 Analysis of quality data with feed 

back for small technical changes 

including instructions for setting 65 

7 Shop floor experimentation to determine 

optimum operating conditions with 

Implementation of an appropriate 

quality control plan 70 

8 Gradual evolution to 75 

9 Major technical changes which are 

likely to be too expensive 00 

10 Perfection ¿00 

It can be «emu that completion of step (5) after the earlier 

onea will take moat firma about half way to perfection aid they 
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can achieve this with current facilities as long ae  there ie 

the will to do so!      It would be easier with help froui 

experienced Quality Control Engineers but it is not vital. 

This help is necessary  for  further improvement ana would 

result  from a  programme of international assistance. 

There ie often pressure to install new and improved plant - 

Step (9)  - before all the earlier stepe have been taken. 

This action would usually require scarce foreign currency with 

a considerable time delay.       The table shows that  the increment 

on this account is only 5 and it is unlikely to be much greater 

wherever it is inserted.      The Index itself will vary from day 

to day and initial improvements may be somewhat larger. 

However experience shows that the whole of a larger improvement 

will not be maintained without undertaking the earlier steps 

also. 

i 
!' 

Ó* 
¡I 
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APPEWDIX A 

A Simple General Purpose Quality Control 

Plan based on Cumulative Sum Technique 

1    Control by Counting 

This plan has  been designed to provide a sensitive control when 

it  ie only possible  to inspect the product qualitatively and 

decide whether  each item satisfies some requirement or not. 

It  is equally applicable  when quantitative inspection would be 

possible  but it is not considered economic or practicable  to 

use it. 

The   figures quoted apply  to t  process  producing 2% defectives 

under normal  technical operating conditions  but these 

conditions become disturbed on unpredictable occasions thereby 

increasing the rate of defectives appreciably.      Definite 

technical action is required to restore normal conditions when 

such a disturbance has occurred. 

The object is to avoid making any changes to the process when 

it is working satisfactorily - the chance of doing so is only 

about one in (J5O per sample - while detecting a change to lOfc 

defectives in an average of 3£ samples. 

If  the standar:«  quality is not 2% defectives,   the plan can 

easily be adapted merely by altering the sample size so that 

the expected number of defectives remains as O.Jf.      For example, 

us« samples of kQ for a standard of 1% defectives or samples of 

8 for a standard of 5% defectives.      In each case,  the change 

detected in about 3i samples will be five times the standard 
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proportion of defectives. 

Any convenient sampling interval can be used and this will 

depend upon the degree of confidence that technical control 

will be maintained taking account of the sensitivity quoted 

above. 

Procedure 1 

1 Prepare a cusua table in which the observations and control 

calculations will be recorded - see Figure 1. 

2 Select a first sample of 20 iteas from the process, inspect 

each of them and count the number which are defective to the 

quality characteristic being inspected. 

3 Record the number of defectives in column 2, sample 1. 

if If the number of defectives is 2 or more, subtract 1 from the 

number and record in columns 3 and if, sample 1.  Do not 

record anything in these cells if there are less than 2 

defectives. 

3 Accept the process as working at a satisfactory level if there 

Is no entry in column if or the number there is less than 3. 

Hote: There is really no evidence that the 

process is not working satisfactorily. 

6 If the entry in column i» la 3 or more, It Indicates that the 

process was not working at a satisfactory level for about the 

period that there have been continuous entries In column if. 

Take appropriata technical action to restore the process to 

standard technical operatimi conditions, record this action la 
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column 5,  leave a blank line and restart the table at zero  for 

the next sample. 

7 Select a second sample of 20 items from the process, inspect 

each of them and count the number which are defective to the 

quality characteristic being inspected. 

6   Record the number of defectives in column 2, sample ¿, 

9    If column k, sample 1 has anything recorded in it, subtract 

1 from the number of defectives in sample 2 and record la 

column 3,  sample 2. 

10 Add the entries in column ~j>,  sample 2 and column if, sample 1. 

Record  the sum in column if,  sample 2 if it ie positive.      Do 

not record anything in this cell if it is zero. 

11 If column ¿t, sample 1 is blank and there are 2 or more 

defectives in sample 2, subtract 1 from the number and record 

in columns 3 and l+,   sample 2.      Do not record anything la 

these cells if there are less than 2 defectives. 

12 Accept the procese as working at a satisfactory level if there 

is no entry in column k or the number there is lees than 3* 

13 If the entry in column if is 3 or more,  it indicates that the 

process was not working at a satisfactory level for about the 

period that there haw« been continuous entries in column J». 

Take appropriate technical action to restore the process to 

standard technical operating conditions, record this actios la 

column 5, leave a blank line and restart the table at sarò for 

the next sample. 
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Ik    S«l«ct further •••pi«« of 20 it««*  fro« th« proc«ss at «bout th« 

saa« intarlala as v«r« us«d b«tv««a ••api«« 1 and 2, inap«ct 

•ach of the« «nd couat ta« nuab«r which ara dafacti?« to  ta« 

quality characteristic baia* laap«ct«d. 

15 Rtcord th« nuat»r of d«f«ctlv«« for ta« rta aaapl« ia coluaa 2, 

aaapl« r. 

16 If coluaa k of ta« fri*lo*» aaapl« aaa aaytala« r«cord«d ia it, 

subtract 1 froa ta« auator of d«f«etiv«« ia aaapl« r aaa r«cord 

ia coluaa 3»  ««api« r. 

17 add ta« «xc«aa r«corded ia coluaa 3. •••pi« r to ta« «atry la 

th« prtriou» aaapl« at coluaa k aad r«eord taa aua ia coluaa k, 

aaapl« r if it la positiv«.      Do aot r«cord aaytaiaf la tala 

e«ll if it is sarò. 

18 If coluaa k of th« pravlotia aaapl« ia blaaa aad th«r« ax« 2 or 

aor« d«f«ctlT«a la «aapl« r, subtract 1 froa th« aaahar aad 

record ia coluaaa 3 »»^ k, «aapl« r.     Do aot r«cord aaythlaf la 

thss« c«lla if tasr«ar«l«a« taaa 2 d«f«ctiv«a. 

19 T«st th« procaaa for stability aftar «a«b aaapl« r««ult la 

•valuat«d by followiag iaatructloaa (12) aad (13). 
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(1) (2) (3) U) (3) 

•pi« 
•bar d«f«CtlV«* •xe*M (UM MtN 

1 2 1 1 
2 1 0 1 
3 0 • 1 
i» 1 
5 2 1 1 

6 0 - 1 
7 0 
8 0 
9 1 1 

10 0 1 

11 1 3 rt«*t lt* 
12 
13 
H 
13 1 1 

16 0 1 
17 1 2 
18 0 2 
19 0 • 1 1 
20 0 • 1 

TU«  data  la  this  tabi«  w«r*  ••tala«*  »y  •liMilatl*« 

to illustrât«  tu*  »r»c«4«r«. 
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AFPDIDII B 

A Slaole QtBirtl Purpoee Quality Control 

Plan Baaed on Cuaulative Sua Technique 

2   Control by Meaeureaent 

Ai» plan haa been designed for a procaaa which producaa a 

product whoee quality ia deterained by dir act aeaeureaent and 

for which axparianca ahowa that the tolerance ia often net by 

over 99% of a batch run.      Paat reaulta aay ehow perioda of 

exceaaive rejecta and operating the plan will reduce both the 

frequency and intenaity of theae unaatiafactory perioda. 

It ia aaauaed that there ia an objective aean, rapreaented by 

th« eyabol, a, together with a tolerance, T, ao that: 

the low liait » a - T/2 

high liait - u • T/2 

Moraally theae are lapoaed by deaign, coaaercial or legal 

requirente but aoaetiaea the apecification ia one-aided, aay 

at the low liait, while the upper liait can have any value. 

Ia practice, there will alao be an upper liait lapoaed by 

econoaic coaaidaratioaa ao that the problem atill reducea to 

the coatrol of a aeaaured dlaenaion with an objactive aaan of p 

and an overall toleraace of T. 

Ik« plan caa be operatad aithar by figurea ia a table or by 

plotting a cuerna chart.      Step by ttap procaduraa are givan for 

both aethoda which ara exactly equivalent to oaa another.     »• 

Ubmlax for« leada itaalf »ore aaaily for furtaar aaalyaia bat 

the graphical aataoi la aiapler on the ahop floor. 
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Columns 1 to 6 of procedure 2 are sufficient  for the control 

of the level of working.       Columns 7 to 9 are used if it ie 

desired to have some control of variability as well. 

Similarly steps (1)  to  (18)  of procedure 3 provide the control 

of level with steps  (19)   to (28)  for control of variability. 

It is easier to take steps  (20)  to (23)   immediately after step 

(15)  and to compute and plot yr immediately after xr has been 

obtained. 

The data quoted in Figures 2 and 3 »ere obtained by simulation 

to illustrate the procedures.     Samples 1-10 snow a stable 

situation with samples 36 - *f5 being set at a lower level. 

This is detected in sample i*5 with evidence that it occurred 

about sample kl. 

The plan gives a fair control when the conditions detailed aboye 

are satisfied but it is unlikely to be the optimum;  neither will 

it lead to better basic quality.      However it should be simple 

enough to operate, and analysis of the resulta by an SQC 

engineer will indicate  the next steps for Increased efficiency. 

The object is to avoid making any changes to the process when 

it is working satisfactorily - the chance of doing ao is only 

about one in 500 per sample - while detecting a setting 0.2T 

away from the objective after aeasuring an average of only 10 

item«. It will also detect a 50% increase in variability ia 

about the same time. 
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Procedure Z 

1 Prepare a cueum table in which the observations and control 

calculations will be recorded - see Figure 2. 

2 Record the mean,  u,  and tolerance,  T,   of the specified 

dimension as indicated at  the top of the table. 

3 Compute V,  a u • 0.1T and record as the reference value for   ths 

ascending cueum as indicated above column k» 

k    Compute V,  « u - O.IT and record as the reference value for   the 

descending cueum as indicated above column 6. 

5 Compute V. M 0.3T and record as the reference value for the 

variability cueum as indicated above column 8. 

6 Select a first item direct from the process, measure its 

dimension represented by the symbol, X,, and record in column 2, 

sample 1. 

7 If X( il e"»*«* than V#l  compute the excess (X, - V,) and 

rscord in columns 3 and kt sample 1.      Do not record anything 

In columna 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 

8 If X, il IMI than Vt, compute the excess (X, - V,) and record 

in columns 5 and 6, sample 1.      Do mot record anything la 

columns 3i *»» 7, 6 and 9. 

Not«:    (X, - v\) will be negative. 

9 If X, ü between V(  and fk UsXmsivt, do not record aayt*lm« 

mors for sample 1. 
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10 Accept the process as working as closely as possible to the 

specification if  there are no entries in columns k and 6 or, if 

there are any  entries,  they are all numerically lese than T. 

11 If the entry in column k is equal to or exceeds T,  it indicates 

that the process is set too high.      Reset the process about 

0.2T lower,   record  the action in column 10 and restart the 

table at zero. 

12 If the numerical value of the entry in column 6 is equal  to or 

exceeds T,  it  indicates that the process is set too low. 

Reset the process about 0.2T higher,  record the action in column 

10 and restart  the table at «ero. 

13 Select a second item direct from the process, measure it« 

dimension represented by the symbol, Xv and record in column 

2, sample 2. 

Note: This could be the second item made or 

it could be a sample selected after a 

suitable interval. 

II»   Record any technical change which occurred between »ample 1 

and sample 2 in column 10,  sample 1. 

15 If column k,  mamiple 1 ham anything recorded in it,  cempute the 

excess (Xx - V,)  mnd record in column 3, »»»nie 2. 

16 Add the entries in column 3, «ample 2 and column k, •»•Pi« !• 

Becord the mum in column i», sample 2 if it im positive.      Do 

lot record mnythim« in this cell if the sum is imro or negative. 
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17 If column if, sample 1 is blank, compute the excess (Xx- V,) 

If it is positive and record in columns 3 and k,  sample 2.      Do 

not record anything in these cells ii the excess is zero or 

negative. 

18 If column 6, sample 1 has anything recorded in it,  compute the 

excess (Xx - V.J and record in column 5.  sample 2. 

19 Add the entries in column 5,  sample 2 and column 6,  sample 1. 

Record the sum in column 6,  sample 2 if it is negative.     Do not 

record anything in this cell if the sum is zero or positive. 

20 If column 6, sample 1 is blank,  compute the excess (Xv- ?0 if 

it is negative and record in columns 5 and 6»  sample 2.     Do not 

record anything in theme cells if the excess ia zero or positive, 

21 Compute the difference between X^and X, giving this difference 

a positive sign and record In column 7, sample 2. 

22 If the difference found in (21) is greater than V,, subtract ?, 

from it and record in columns 8 and 9, sample 2. 

23 If the difference found In (21) is not greater than Vj, do not 

record anything In column« 8 and 9, sample 2. 

2%   Accept the procesa am working am closely as possible to the 

specification if there are mo entries in column« h, 6 and 9 or, 

If there are amy entire«, they are all numerically less than T. 

23   If the «mtry im colma» k i« ocual *° or •«••*• *• *•* i**ioate« 

that the proceéa waa working at too high a level for about the 

period that there have beam contiamo«« emtire« im column 4, 
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Reset the procees about 0.2T lower,   record the action In column 

lo and restart the  table at zero. 

26 If the numerical value of the entry  in column 6 is equal  to or 

exceeds T,  it indicates that the process was working at  too low 

a level for about the period that there have been continuous 

entries in column 6.      Reset the process about 0.2T higher, 

record the action in column 10 and restart the table at  zero. 

27 If the entry in column 9 is equal to or exceeds T, it indicates 

an increase in process variability which has existed  for about 

the period that there have been continuous entries in column 9. 

Examine the process to determine the  cause,  take the necessary 

action to restore normal working conditions, record this action 

in column 10 and restart the table at sero. 

Note:    Any entries in column 10 during 

the unstable period may give a 

clue to the cause. 

28 Select further items direct from the process at interrala 

similar to those used in instruction  (13) »nd measure  the 

dimension of each as it becoaes available.      Denote the 

dimension of the r*» item by the symbol, Xr, and record in 

column 2,  sample r. 

29 Record any technical change whici. occurred between two sample 

items in column 10 of the earlier sample. 

30 If column k of the previous sample haa anything recorded in it, 

compute the excess  (Xr - V,) and record in column 3,   s*»pl« *. 
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31    Add the excess recorded in column ¿,   sample r to  tne entry in the 

previous sample at  column k and record   the sum in column 4, 

sample r if it is  positive.      Do not record anything in this  cell 

if the sum is zero  or negative. 

32.    If column k of the previous sample is  blank,  compute the excess 

(X    - V ) if it is positive and record in columns 3 and 4,  sample \       J. J  / x- 

r.      Do not record anything in these cells if the excess is  z«ro 

or negative. 

33    If column 6 of the previous sample has anything recorded in it, 

compute the excess  (Xr - V4) and record in column 5, sample r. 

3*t    Add the excess recorded in column 5»  sample r to the entry in 

the previous sample at column 6 and record the sum in column 6, 

sample r if it is negative.     Do not record anything in this cell 

if the sum is zero or positive. 

35 If column 6 of the previous sample is blank, compute the excess 

(X   - V4) if it is negative and record in columns 5 «nd 6,  sample 

r.      Do not record anything in these cell« if the excess is *«ro 

or positiv«. 

36 Compute the difference between Xr and XT^i giving this 

difference a positive sign and record in column 7, «ample r. 

37 If column 9 of th« previou« sampl« nam anything recorded in it, 

•ubtract V3 from th« difference found in (36) and record in 

column 8, sampl« r. 

38 Add th« re«ult r«cord«d 1« column 8,  «ample r to the eitry in the 

previous sampl« «t column 9 •*« r«cord th« «um im column 9» 
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sample r if it is positive.       Do not record anything in this cell 

if the sum is zero or negative. 

39    If column 9 or the previous sample is blank and the difference 

found in  (36) is greater  than V3 ,  subtract V3  from it and record 

in columns ö and 9, sample r. 

ko   If column 9 or the previous sample is blank and the difference 

found in (36) is not greater than V3, do not record anything in 

columns 8 and 9» sample r. 

Ifl    Test the process for stability as each sample result is 

evaluated by following instruction« (Zk) to (2?)  applied to 

sample r. 
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Specification   45 - 55 

Mean « u • 50 Tolerance = T x 10 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Sample obser- V, - 51 Vx * 49 V i  - 3 notes 
number Tatlon excess cue urn •xcass CUBUB diff excess CUBUB 

1 54 3 3 
2 46 - 5 - 3 - 3 8 5 5 
3 52 1 1 3 6 3 8 
if 52 1 2 0 - 3 5 

5 50 - 1 1 2 - 1 4 

6 52 1 2 2 - 1 3 
7 48 - 3 - 1 -  1 4 1 4 
8 49 0 -  1 1 - 2 2 

9 51 2 2 - 1 1 

10 50 1 - 2 

36 50 2 

37 47 - 2 - 2 3 
38 49 0 - 2 2 

39 51 2 2 

40 51 0 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

47 
50 
45 
46 
47 

- 2 
1 

- * 
- 3 
- 2 

- 2 
- 1 
- 5 
- 8 
-10 

4 
3 
3 
1 
1 

1 
0 
2 

- 2 
- 2 

1 
1 
3 
l 

reset 2 higher 

46 50 
1 47 49 

48 46 - 3 - 3 3 

ill 

I! 
v. I I 

I. 
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Procedure 3 

1 Prepare a chart on a squared background with the horizontal axis 

indicating  the time and date of sampling and with the vertical 

axis providing values of the measured dimension. 

2 Choose a uniform scale for the horizontal axis which is 

conveniently graduated in sample numbers. 

Note:    The plan is not confined to sampling; 

it can be used when every item is 

measured. 

3 Graduate the vertical scale in terms of the measured dimenaiom 

so that the specified tolerance, T, is represented by exactly 

10 sampling intervals on the horizontal scale. 

k   Choose an origin about half way up the vertical axis and at the 

extreme left of the chart. 

5 Make a parallelogram mask in a rigid transparent plaatic with 

an angle of i*5° between the adjacent sides and the horizontal 

distance between the parallel sloping side« equal to 10 sampling 

intervals on the horizontal scale of the chart. 

Note:    The vertical distance between the 

parallel sloping sides will also 

be equal to 10 sampling Intervals. 

6 Make a groove along the top (or bottom) of the chart in which 

the mask can slide while always maintaining a horizontal 

direction for the base. 

7   Select a first item direct from the process, measure ita 
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dlaaaaion and subtract th« obJ«ctiv« aaaa, a,   fro« tai» 

a«asur«a«nt.      D«aote ta« diff«r«nc« by th« syabol,   x, . 

8 Plot x,   against «a«,Is nuabsr 1  to gi*« th«  first  point on th« 

control ch»rt.      Tak« car« to us« th« correct sign of x, in 

thl» plotting. 

9 Slid«  ths parallaloaraa »ask o*sr th* chart until  th« lat.st 

plotted point COMí o» ta« traili»« »dt«.      *•*• surs that ths 

aaak la propsrly locat#d in ta« groovs to «aiataln ita 

aoriaoatal «dg«« parali«! to ta« «a«pl« aaaaar axi«. 

Hot«:    If th« latsst poiat la lo««r thaa th« 

la*»diat«ly pr«c«diac poiat,  tura th« 

amak ov«r «o taat ta« «leplag «a««« 

iadicat« a á«cr«aa« la casita for aa 

iacr«aa« la saapl« 

10 Icrutiais« ta« chart to dstsrala« «aathor aay of ta« «arll«r 

flotta« poiats (iacludiüi ta« orifi«)  *•"• iB fr0Bt of U# 

l«adlag «dg«. 

11 àaeapt ta« proe«s« as working aa cleaaly aa possihi« io th« 

«pacifieatioa if «oa« of th« «arli«r poiata fall la froat of 

th« l«adlag «dg*. 

U    iftayof ta« «arliar »l«tt«4 palai« fall oa or la froat of th« 

l«*dlag «dg«, it i*«lcat«a that »a« pr*e— ••• Mt «orali* at 

•taatara saality  for aaoat ita parlo« h«t«««a ta« Tiolatin» 

aa* lat«at pioti«« poiata.      lato afaropriat. fchalcal actioa 

to r«atort ta« pr««««« to staadaxd Wctalcal oparatia* 

•aaaltloM aaé raatart tè« «hart at a«r«. 

hot«)    TU« t««aaiaal atti« for tala chart la 
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usually  rcstttiag  and th« «mount would 

b« «bout 0.2T. 

It is conT«nl«nt  to ItaY« a apac« äqual 

to two or thr«o aaapls« «han r««tarting 

th« chart at a naw  origin;     tha tachnical 

action ahould b« racordad in thia apaca. 

13   Salact a aacoad itaa diract froa tha procaaa,  aaaaura ita 

diaianaion and  eubtract  th« objactiva awan, a,   froa thia 

aaaeurtaent.        Dtnot«  tha diffarenc« by th« syabol,   xt. 

Nota:    Thia could b« tha  aacoad itaa aada or 

it could bt a sampi« s«l«ct«d aftar a 

•uitabla inttryal. 

Ik   Plot th« aacond point against «ampia auabar 2 at a haight » t 

aboY« th« h«l«ht of th«   first point plot tad.      Taha cara ta aa« 

tha correct algn of itÌB thia plotting. 

15 T«at th« proca** for «tabiiity by   following laatructioaa  (9) %o 

(12). 

16 Salact furthar it«aa dlr«ct fro« tha procaaa at Interrala 

•imilar to thoa« ua«d la instruction (13) »»« aaaaar« tha 

diaianaion of  aach aa it bscoaaa avallabla.      Subtract tha 

objactiva aaan, a,  fro« «ach aaaamraaaat and daaota tha 

daviatlon of  th« rth itaa by tha «yasol, ir. 

17 Plot th« rta  poiit agalaat saapla avahar r at a halght *> •••*• 

tha h«ight of th« prawloaa poiat plottaé.      Taha car« to aaa 

tha corract alga of xr la tala plotting* 
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IB   T««t th« proc««a for «tability aft«r «ach point i« plotted by 

following instruction« (9)  to  (12). 

19 Pr.par« a siglar chart with th« «••• acal«« to «xa«in« proco« 

•ar lability. 

Rot«:    Th« «aa« chart can b« u««d both for 

l«t«l and variability if th« ««cond 

«•t of point« can b« id«ntifi«d by 

dlff«r«nt colour«. 

20 Choo.« a conv.ni.nt orifin on a v.rtical lin« corr.apondiaf to 

««api« nunbtr 1. 

21 Co.pmt. th« diffr.ac. MN« *x*^ «, f^iB* «*• <*«•'•"• 

a positiv« alga. 

22 Subtract 0.2T fro« th« dif f«r«ao« obtain«* in (a) with th« 

appropri**« «ifm to a«aaur« th« •«•«. of proc««. variability 

ovor a proviaioaal • «dard.      D«not« thi« by yt. 

23 Plot 7X agalaat aa.pl« n*«b«r 2 oa th« ««cond control chart. 

Tau. ear« to ua« th« corraci «H« of y x in tal« plottia«. 

Ik   U«. th« parllaloira. —« " !• i-tructioa. (9) to (12) to 

Wat for stability of variability. 

«ot«t    Tbl« wo»l* w»t normally b« »a«4 to 

look for *«cr«aaao ia variability. 

I>   Co*y«t« th« dlff«r«a<« botsoo« «r •»• *r-i l^ia« ***• 

«Iff.r«»c. a pooitiv« alf» » «*«* **»• •* ir !• obtain. 

It   Subtract 0.21 fro. tbo élfforo*»« obWiao* i. (25) «it» t* 
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appropriât« aign and d«not« it by yr. 

27 Plot th« (r - l)ta point on tht a «co ad control chart agalaat 

aaapl« nuabar r at a baigli t yr a bora th« haight of th« pravion« 

point plottad.      Taka cara to ua« tha corract aiga of yp ia thia 

plotting. 

28 Taat th« stability of tha procaaa rar ia kill tj aftar «acli poiat 

la plottad by following iaatractloaa (9) to (12). 
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measured value is then the control statistic. 

Another property of cus um plans is that the most sensitive 

control is obtained when the reference value is chosen to be 

halfway between the acceptable and resectable quality levels. 

This just leaves a choice of decision interval to design a 

general purpose plan and it so happens that  the decision 

interval can be made equal  to the tolerance if the process is 

capable of working to the specification.       This will not 

generally be an optimum plan but its simplicity outweighs any 

small disadvantage on this account.      A step by step procedure 

for operating such a plan is given in Appendix B.      It is not 

suitable for processes which normally produce more than 2/Ó 

defectives. 

This plan has an optional extension to control process 

variability by examining the difference between two successive 

samples.      It makes no attempt to assign causes to any 

excessive variability;     this is impossible with such a simple 

plan.      They can only come  from technical examination when 

there has been a clear indication that it has occurred. 

Alternative methods of presentation are given using a table or 

a chart.      It is strongly recommended that all observations are 

tabulated, even if the chart is used, and subjected to skilled 

analysis later to obtain maximum information and hence improve 

product quality. 

The cusum technique can also be used for control when quality 

is measured by counting the number of defectives in a sample. 
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These also have a reference value and a decision interval which 

together with the sample size define the plan completely.  In 

principle it is possible to have samples of one item aa 

recommenaed for direct measurement but this tende to complicate 

the application rather than simplify it.  Most plans use 

integral values for both the parameters but this is not 

essential.  One simple pair of values and a convenient sample 

size have been selected to provide a useful general purpose 

plan which is ¿iven as a step by step procedure in Appendix A. 

It is designed for use when standard quality corresponde to 2# 

defectives but it is easily adapted to other quality level*. 

It can also be used instead of control by variables when 

standard quality is not good enough for the plan given in 

Appendix b. 

Ö.3 Industrial Experimentation 

Control charts are used to ensure that the achievable quality 

standard is maintained without reference to whether this will 

satisfy the market or not.  In many cases, particularly for 

exports from developing countries, this quality is not good 

enough even «hen it is maintained.  The obvious action is 100JÍ 

sorting to sell the goods but they can never be as r*liabl* as 

those which are made to specification.  Alternatively the 

process itself can be examined to determine whether the 

specified operating conditions are truly optimum or even if it 

ie possible to maintain them within the required limits.  It 

is essential that this is a practical examination which will be 

applicable to normal production on the shop floor.  It is not 

sufficient to know what can be don* in th* laboratori** of a 
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collaborating company in an industrialised country! 

Modern industrial experimentation is deeigned to give  the 

required information with a minimum of effort and of 

interference with normal  production.       This requires the use of 

statistical methods  to determine the combination of input 

technical   factors which gives optimum quality.       The input 

technical   factors are obvious and normal operating values, with 

tolerances,  will have been assigned to them.       In moulding 

rubber,   these are temperature,   pressure and cure  time and  there 

may be others.      Quality will also be affected by less obvious 

factors which may be of greater importance.       These include 

batches of material,  operators, machines,  shifts,   etc.  all of 

which produce variability which has to be accepted. 

An experiment can be designeu to determine how quality is 

affected by all of these together with any interactions which 

are considered, in advance,  might be important.      The experiment 

can be limited to the ordinary range of variability used in 

manufacture or some factors can be given values outside their 

usual intervale.      It is important to know Just how quality 

will be measured and whether any other aspects such as 

productivity or cost are also to be taken into account.      It is 

even more important that the observations are taken after 

changed conditions have had sufficient opportunity to settle 

down and  that the operator makes no special effort to obtain 

better quality  than he usually exerts.      Finally it must be 

possible to deduce how much variability in product quality 

would remain if all factors are maintained exactly at 
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specified levels.       This is a statistical abstraction but it 

can be deduced from a properly designed experiment.       It is 

desirable that *-his  statistical  "error" can be deduced  in «ore 

than one way as an overall control on the conduct of the 

experiment. 

Graduate statisticians can be  trained in the principles  of 

design of industrial  experiments.       They must collaborate with 

the  technical  personnel and share  the responsibility of 

supervising  the operators during  the actual  performance  to 

ensure that it is carried out as planned.       Even so,  there will 

often be discrepancies and a well  trained industrial 

statistician will be able to extract the maxis.ua information 

from the data collected. 

Tho largest proportional potential improvement in quality and 

efficiency occurs in small firms with their simpler technology. 

Their best way of helping themselves is to conduct suitable 

experiments  to determine  optimum operating levels for all 

technical factors which they can control together with estimates 

of  the quality standard which these will produce.      They  then 

require a quality control plan to ensure that this quality 

standard is maintained.      Such a programme requires highly 

trained professional personnel  for investigation and 

installation.      Small firms cannot afford to employ such people 

permanently and would be unable to make use of their skill for 

•ore than a small part of their time if they «ere so employed. 

Routine control can be exercised by relatively unskilled people 

with simple training. 
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9    Assistane« 

9.1    Extension Strvloa 

Possibly the greatest obstacle to improving product quality is 

inertia.      Often  this arises  because  the manufacturer does not 

know what quality he makes nor how much it varies  from day  to 

day.      He may  truly believe  that he cannot do anything about it 

and that he is only able to satisfy his e -stornerà  by  sorting 

the work immediately before dispatch.       This certainly occurs 

in craft industries,  such as pottery,  where material variations 

are blamed for everything that goes wrong.      The attitude ìB 

that better raterial will come to hand later and then quality 

will recover automatically.       He will not have any facilities 

to test the raw material and he will not know what properties 

should be measured for him or what values they should have. 

As long as he buys clay,  he is able  to make pottery and 

experience tells him that sufficient of his output will be 

saleable to stay in business. 

This situation improved greatly in industrialised countries 

with the establishment of industrial extensión «¿eneisa In the 

form of Research or Trade Associations.      These are supported 

by the particular industry and often receive grants from public 

funds.      Technical information is available to any member firm 

and any management technique appropriate to the industry. 

Some Research Associations also offer training facilities,  both 

technical and managerial,  to their members.      They will also 

tackle specific problems for member firms but with full 

economic consultancy charges. 
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developing countries are now  following the lead with similar 

extension services but they require more publicity  for wider 

acceptance particularly by the smaller organisations.       These 

receive government grants and possibly they  should be increase 

if sufficient  officers of adequate calibre are available  for 

employment.       Their services should always be subsidised even 

for specific  company problems but  the magnitude of the subsidy 

could be related  to the value  that the solution contributes to 

the national  economy taking account of the  firm's size. 

A particularly  fine example of extension service agencies is 

th.? group of SQC Units in India.       These provide a limited 

consultancy service,  particularly in quality problems,   but 

require that  the actual collection of the quality data is made 

by   factory personnel under guidance.      Analysis of the data 

and subsequent  establishment of quality standards and control 

procedures are performed by  the Unit consultant.       The whole 

project is turned over to the factory for routine operation as 

soon as possible.      Maintenance visits are made from time to 

time to ensure that quality standards and controls are kept up 

to date. 

These ¿QC Unite are also engaged  in training  at all levels. 

They offer a  full time one-year course in SQC and related 

techniques at a professional level with continuing employment 

as  junior consultants until such  time as the young graduates 

are capable of independent work.       This particular activity is 

not of particular interest to small firms except that it 

creates the consultants who can help the« occasionally* 
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There are also short  training courses over two or three weeks 

to which 6ma.ll  firm personnel have  been  sent wita great 

benefit  particularly  in conjunction with   tue  cuiisuitrncy 

service. 

9.2    Central Testing Laboratory 

Thasa  oxist in many countries with  th«» prim* -y object of 

standardising and calibrating measuring  equipment.       They  also 

aake actual measurements of quality when disputes arise and are 

available   for such measurements: whan the supplier or  the 

customer does not possess the facilities himself.      Tmay are 

often supported by public   funds and their charges may not 

includa all the basic  overheads.      There are similar laboratory 

facilities in many extension service agencies.      Small   firms 

should uee this kind of laboratory  for  the calibration of their 

test equipment.      There- should be regular checks,  particularly 

of gauge« which certainly   change in size with constant une. 

The amount of change should also be recorded in the laboratory 

report so  that the small user can estimate the rate and hence 

decid« how long an interval it is safe to use the equipment 

without re-standardieation. 

Some factories send «amples of their output or test pieces to 

these laboratories for measurement.       These may be to verify 

the accuracy of their own tests but more often the laboratory 

will provide the only quality measurements.      If these are not 

satisfactory,  the small manufacturing unit may decid« not to 

dispatch the particular batch but frequently it will have been 

•eat bafore the test results are received.      It must b« 
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emphasised that,  although this may be very  useful and  should be 

encouraged,  it is never control  of quality  even if the  poor 

work is  scrapped  or rectified. 

90    Large Planta 

There are  two main areas where small firms  can obtain 

acsistance from large plants.       The first occurs when  they are 

the customer and  the lar¿e supplier wishes  to maintain  or 

improve  his share of the market by providing   technical  data 

about his  product -  the small  firm's material - so that it can 

be used  efficiently.      Generally this data is only available in 

instruction documents provided at the time of sale.       A very fei 

lar^e companies are prepared to go further  than this and will 

offer their know-how as part of  their sales campaign. 

ihe other area of assistance occurs when the small fir* acta as 

a sub-contractor.       riere self interest is often the dominating 

reason since  failure  to obtain the right goode of the  right 

quality at the ri^ht time can be very expensive to a large 

highly organised industry.      In addition to providing  detailed 

specifications with drawings  to show exactly what is required, 

many firms will also explain in great detail how the components 

should be made and supply special tools and  fixtures to help to 

achieve  this objective.      They may eleo indicate how they will 

verify that the quality of the goods is satisfactory and 

propos«  that the sub-contractor should use  the ease sampling 

plans.       This,  by itself, will not ensure  that the components 

are mad« correctly and some fors of quality control during 

manufacture is also required.      Suitable plans are soastiass 




